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Abstract
Trains are considered as a highly efficient transport mode which generate significant
challenges in terms of their communication systems. For improved safety, to cope with
the expected rapid increase in traffic, and to meet customer demands, an enhanced
and reliable communication system is required for high-speed trains (HSRs). Mobile
phone and laptop users would like to make use of the non-negligible time that they
spend commuting but current HSR communication systems have a foreseeable end
to their lifetime and a reliable, efficient, and fast communication replacement system
has become essential. Encouraged by the use of existing power line networks for
communication purposes, this research investigates the possibility of developing a train
communication system based on the use of overhead line equipment (OLE). The ABCD
transfer line model is developed to represent the transfer function of the OLE channel
and is evaluated using computer simulations. The simulations of the OLE system used
are based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing as the chosen modulation
scheme.
Within the train, for the provision of broadband services, developing a reliable
communication system which is a combination of power line communication and
optical wireless communication services using visible light communication (VLC)
is considered. Mathematical methods were developed for these networks to assess
the overall capacities and outage probabilities of the hybrid systems. Derivation of
such analytical expressions offered opportunities to investigate the impact of several
system parameters on the performance of the system. To assess the possibility of
improving the performance of the proposed integrated systems, their performance in
the presence of different relaying protocols has been comprehensively analyzed in
terms of capacity and outage probability. This thesis studied the outage probability and
energy per bit consumption performance of different relaying protocols over the VLC
channel. Accurate analytical expressions for the overall outage probability and energy-
per-bit consumption of the proposed system configurations, including the single-hop
and multi-hop approaches were derived.
It was found that the transfer function of the OLE channel can be represented by the
two-port network model. It was also revealed that transmission over OLE is negatively
affected by the speed of the train, frequency, and length of the OLE link. In train,
11
Abstract
relay-based communication systems can provide reliable connectivity to the end-user.
However, choosing an optimal system configuration can enhance system performance.
It was also shown that increasing relay numbers on the network contributes to the total
power consumption of the system.
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This chapter provides a brief description of railway communication systems and dis-
cusses communication systems within the train. The chapter also presents the major
motivations and challenges of the thesis. The aim and objectives are also discussed and
the novelty of the thesis is outlined.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Research Motivations and Challenges
Trains are considered the most efficient form of land transport due to their ability
to carry heavy loads over long distances with very high speeds. Furthermore, trains
are more energy efficient than other transport systems and their carbon emissions are
relatively low, also they are punctual and safe compared to other mass transit systems.
A significant number of challenges are to be faced as the service providers improve the
quality of services to ensure customer satisfaction. Communication to trains as well as
inside trains are critical issues. Current high-speed rail (HSR) communication systems
have a predictable end to their working lives, and the assessment of future of HSR
mobile communications began a few years ago. Fourth generation (4G) broad-band
systems are one of the possible replacements of current HSR communication systems.
These, compared to second-generation (2G) and third-generation (3G) systems, have
greater capabilities as they offer higher data transfer rates [1]. Fifth generation (5G)
systems are also being discussed as a potential option [1, 2].Because of their known
performance and high level of reliability, over a long period of evolution for use with
rail systems, 4G LTE-railway (LTE-R), is highly recommended as a reliable technology
for the next generation of HSR communication systems [2, 3].
Overhead line equipment (OLE) contains the wires found along electrified railways
that are used to transmit electricity to trains, long considered the most efficient method
for providing trains with electrical energy [4]. The supply of electrical power to trains
is divided into four main steps. First, power generation at the power stations then the
transmission stage via the overhead transmission lines of the National Grid at very
high voltage (400 kV). After that, the power is delivered to the feeder substations
which convert it to 25 kV to be transmitted to the OLE [4]. The electric current is
then collected from the contact wire by the panto-graph which is attached to the roof
of the train. In the train, current is used to drive the motors with the aid of on-board
controllers. The electrical power is something that trains must have access to at all
times, but the contact wires come in fixed lengths so the panto-graph should overlap
from one length of wire to the next, the panto-graph must slide smoothly from one to
the other maintaining contact [4].
Carrying current at 25 kV the OLE is considered a medium-voltage (MV) trans-
mission line. Several studies have discussed using MV power lines as a means of
communication and showed that medium-voltage power line communication (MV-PLC)
can provide reliable transmission services and can be regarded as a key technology for
last-mile communication [5, 6]. Its main advantage is that it uses pre-installed MV
power lines which means that a communication system is readily available. Because
it could be a cost-effective solution for a range of communication problems MV-PLC
has attracted a remarkable degree of research interest [7]. Monitoring of systems,
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network management optimization and operational services are common applications
of MV-PLC technology [8].
The non-negligible time that people spend commuting on trains can be used for
preparing and/or reading reports, studying by reading electronic books, watching live
and/or recorded programmes, listening to music and playing video games. However,
communication within the train is another issue as the electromagnetic waves can be
severely attenuated by the metal outer skin of the train coaches [9]. Connecting the
train to a public network then distributing signals within and between coaches using
an effective distribution system might be one scenario for communication inside the
train [9]. A wireless local area network (WLAN) is an option as most of modern
communication systems have WLAN interface [10]. WLAN is a relatively inexpensive
distribution system and easy to install inside a train. Wireless Access Points (WAPs)
can be installed in the train’s coaches which can help increase network coverage with
the train. The WAPs are connected to public networks, which support WiFi functions.
However, as the train moves, commuters might experience a variation in signal strength
as the train passes through different areas, some where the network coverage is weak,
such as rural areas and tunnels.
Using a pre-installed infrastructure such as the existing low-voltage power-line com-
munications (LV-PLCs) provides a competitive means of broad-band communication.
This technology has been around for some decades, but it has been only used for limited
applications such as, home automation, public lighting, and narrow band tele-remote
relay applications. Due to associated problems such as electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC), noise and attenuation, there are several practical issues that need to be overcome
in order to ensure reliable transmission. Recent studies have shown promising results
when using LV-PLC technology on-board vehicles (automotive and aircraft) suggesting
it could be used to achieve broadband services between interconnected locomotive
coaches, playing an important role in communication within the train [11].
Commuters can also enjoy broadband services using Optical Wireless Communi-
cation (OWC) technology which is predicted to play a crucial role in indoor wireless
applications. Infra-red communication and visible light communication (VLC) are
the two main technologies of indoor OWC. However, the use of light emitting diodes
(LEDs) in VLC systems due to their economic consumption of energy has attracted
significant attention and LEDs are considered one of the most important green commu-
nication technologies [12]. OWC can provide a wide range of benefits to the railway
industry not only within trains but also inside stations with every source of light a
possible wireless hot-spot [12]. Some light sources have properties that allow them
to be used as part of VLC technologies both indoor and outdoor, LEDs are one such
source that have the added advantage of energy efficiency, long life expectancy and low
maintenance costs [13]. Nevertheless, there are a number of challenges to be investi-
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gated and overcome before this technology can be fully employed [12]. Interference
caused by the overlapping of adjacent LED light irradiated areas in the VLC link is one
such technical problem, another is instability of signal reception caused by the frequent
switching between areas covered by different LEDs, particularly as the area covered by
each LED is small [14].
This thesis focuses on in/to train communication systems. The thesis investigates
the use of the OLE as a train communication system. It also studies relay-based
PLC/VLC systems as within train communication systems. The following are the
research questions addressed:
• 1- In terms of to-train communication:
• Research question 1: Can the two-port network model be developed to represent
the transfer function of the OLE system?
• Research question 2: What is the channel capacity of OFDM-based OLE system
for the given bandwidths and the given ranges of the SNR?
• 2- In terms of in-train signal distribution:
• Research question 3: How can the statistical properties of PLC and VLC chan-
nels be exploited to develop mathematical models for an in-train hybrid PLC/VLC
system, and be used to determine the capacity and outage probability of the entire
system?
• Research question 4: Is the in-train relay-based PLC/VLC system a reliable
communication system that can provide seamless transmission to the end user,
what is the best configuration of the system that can provide best performance,
and how do the parameters of the proposed systems affect their performance?
• Research question 5: How can the relay-based VLC system, the technology
covering the last-meter access network to end-user in the proposed system, be
made more energy-efficient and provide sufficient performance in terms of outage
probability?
These research questions are answered in the course of this thesis. The first and
second questions are addressed in Chapter 3, which investigates the OLE as a high data
rate system that can be a communication medium between the in-train communication
systems and the wayside and the results are published in [15]. The third and fourth
questions address the performance of the in-train hybrid PLC/VLC system, which is
discussed in Chapters 4 and the findings are published in [16, 17]. Question five is ad-
dressed in Chapter 5, which investigates the performance of a relay-based VLC system,
which is the last-mile link, in terms of outage probability and energy consumption and
the results are published in [18].
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1.2 Research Aim and Objectives
1.2.1 Research Aims
This research aims to:
(i) Develop the ABCD model to represent the transfer function of the overhead
line equipment channel, which in turns offers the opportunity to investigate the
possibility of using the overhead line equipment as an access network to connect
trains with the backbone communication networks.
(ii) Develop a cooperative of PLC and OWC services of the VLC systems to dis-
tribute the signal within the train after having it being received from an OLE
communication system.
1.2.2 Research Objectives
To effectively accomplish these aims, the research objectives are:
1. To carry out comprehensive research on OLE system as a means of MV-PLC, and
to conduct a study of PLC and VLC systems as last-mile communication systems.
2. To develop a channel model that can represent the transfer function of the OLE
channel.
3. To investigate the channel capacity of the OFDM-based OLE communication
system.
4. In order to increase the performance of onboard train communication, a com-
bination of in-train broadband PLC and OWC services of the VLC systems is
developed.
5. To derive analytical expressions for the overall capacity and outage probability of
the cooperative relay-based systems, to help the author investigate the effect of
certain system parameters on its performance.
6. To investigate the performance of a relay-based VLC system, as a last-metre of
in-train communication technology, in terms of outage probability and energy
consumption.
1.3 Research Contributions
In this thesis, several novel contributions have been made and are detailed below:
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1.3.1 First Novel Contribution
Passenger demand for high-speed data access while travelling on a railway requires
the provision of appropriate services. This contribution investigates the possibility
of using the OLE as an access network to connect trains with core communication
networks. The ABCD transfer line function model for the OLE channel is evaluated
using computer simulations. In order to implement this model, an equivalent circuit for
the whole system was derived using certain simplifying assumptions regarding the train
electrification system. Equations that consider the acceleration and deceleration of the
train are used to update the train position which represents the length of the transmission
line. A simulation of OLE system using the actual channel response of the developed
model is implemented using OFDM as the modulation scheme. The development of
such a model can help in setting the basis for computer simulations which would help in
any comprehensive study of the performance of a proposed system. It is worth pointing
out that this model was not validated by practical measurements, which represents the
major limitation of this contribution. This contribution is presented in Chapter 3 and
has been reported in [15].
1.3.2 Second Novel Contribution
Reliable data transmissions offering better mobility to the end user can be achieved
by integrating different communication systems. However, using the pre-installed
infrastructure of in-train electrical wiring networks gives the opportunity to use PLC as
a backbone for VLCs onboard the train. This contribution is the investigation of the
performance of a cascaded in-train PLC/VLC system in the presence of amplify-and-
forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) relays. The major contribution resides in
deriving analytical expressions for the ergodic capacity and the outage probability of
the proposed hybrid PLC/VLC relay-based system. Formulating the overall capacity
and outage probability of the proposed PLC/VLC system offers the opportunity to
designers and engineers to examine the performance of such systems as well as to study
the effect of the various system parameters on the system performance. However, the
practical implementation of such a cooperative system is considered as one of the main
limitations of this contribution. This contribution is introduced in Chapter 4 and has
been reported in [16, 17].
1.3.3 Third Novel Contribution
VLC is a last-metre access technology that is predicted to play a crucial role in indoor
applications including in-train communications. However, line-of-sight (LoS) is a
requirement for efficient data transmission in VLC, but this cannot always be guaranteed
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with in-train applications for a variety of reasons, such as moving commuters/train
operators and the layout of the in-train environment. The relay-assisted VLC system
is one of the techniques that can be used to address this issue and ensure seamless
connectivity. This contribution investigates the performance of a half-duplex (HD)
conventional DF relay system and cooperative systems (i.e., selective DF (SDF) and
incremental DF (IDF)) over VLC channels in terms of outage probability and energy
consumption. Analytical expressions for both outage probability and the minimum
energy-per-bit performance of the aforementioned relay systems are derived. The
derived expressions will allow designers and engineers to optimize VLC network
parameters, including number of relays in the network, distances between relays, as
well as the optimum relay protocol for specific systems. It should be highlighted that a
key limitation of this contribution is the assumption of the perfect channel estimation.
This work is presented in Chapter 5 and has been reported in [18].
1.4 Thesis Structure
This thesis is divided into six chapters. After the introduction, the chapters are focused
to answer the research questions. The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 covers the key literature review and the relevant theoretical background
regarding the concepts and challenges of to/in train communication.
Chapter 3 considers the OLE as an access network connecting trains to the public
networks. The ABCD transmission model is used to represent the transfer function
of the OLE channel. Furthermore, a simulation of OLE system is implemented using
OFDM as a choice of modulation scheme.
Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive performance analysis of different in-train coop-
erative communication systems in the presence of AF and DF relays. The performance
of the proposed in-train hybrid systems is evaluated in terms of the average capacity
and the outage probability. Mathematical methods are developed for these networks to
formulate the capacity and the outage probability by exploiting the statistical properties
of the channels of the proposed systems.
Chapter 5 investigates the performance of HD conventional DF relay system
and cooperative SDF and IDF over the last-metre access VLC channels in terms of
outage probability and energy consumption. It also studies, analyses and compares the
performance of single-hop and multi-hop scenarios. Analytical expressions for both
outage probability and the minimum energy-per-bit performance of the aforementioned
relay systems are derived.
Chapter 6 contains the conclusions which summarise the results achieved in this
work. It also introduces possible future work.
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Appendix A contains the Matlab codes which are used in this thesis. The road map















































































































































Background and Literature Review
This chapter presents a brief history of railway communication and the existing com-
munication systems and their challenges are analyzed. In addition, communication
inside trains and how signals can be distributed on-board and between the train coaches
are discussed. The chapter also reviews the relevant literature to provide an appropri-
ate background to/in train the communication topics important for this thesis. It also
presents an overview of relevant previous research areas.
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2.1 Introduction
The quality of the railway services has been improving, especially since the use of high-
speed trains started. However, a number of critical challenges associated with this highly
efficient form of transport in terms of technology, industry; and environment still need to
be overcome. For example, to ensure customer safety and satisfaction, and the efficient
handling of the rapid increase in traffic, reliable communication systems to/inside trains
are required. Railway operators have used different ways of communicating, such as the
second-generation communication system, also known as the global system for mobile
(GSM) communications, and the third generation mobile telecommunications (3G) [1].
These HSR communication systems have a foreseeable end to their working lives
and the need for reliable communication that can meet the incredible growth in the
railway system is unavoidable. Therefore, the service providers have started evaluating
a best candidate to replace current HSR communication systems. Some issues that
should be considered when selecting a suitable system to fulfil the requirements of
HSR operations are: performance, service attributes, frequency band and industrial
support. Different communication systems, such as 4G and 5G have been included in
the assessment of the future HSR communication system. However, as the 5G system
is currently not available, the established 4G network which has been subject to long
term evolution (LTE) is likely to be the best candidate for the upcoming generation of
HSRs [2, 3, 19].
A considerable number of UK workers and students spend an hour or more per day
commuting by trains to and from work. Ther are different activities that commuters
often do while travelling including listening to audiobooks and podcasts and watching
TV and movies. This can be achieved using a reliable in-train communication system.
Communications inside train coaches can be provided by connecting the train to a public
network then a reliable distribution system can be used inboard for signal distribution
within the train [9]. Different distribution systems can be adapted to distribute signals
within the train. The wireless local area network (W-LAN) interface option popular
with current communication devices is one of the best distribution systems available for
inside trains [10]. This technology is inexpensive, and W-LAN, femtocells or repeaters
of mobile communication standard can be easily installed inside the coaches to boost
network coverage and improve the performance of the system [10].
PLC is another candidate for in train communication. This can be used to achieve
broadband services between interconnected coaches. The principle of PLC is based
on the use of the existing power lines in a buildings, utility grid or vehicles to carry
data and electricity, simultaneously [20, 21]. This technology has been around for some
decades, but it has only been used for limited applications as described in Chapter 1.
However, only a limited number of studies have been carried out so far concerning
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broad-band PLC (BB-PLC) inside trains, particularly on PLC channel characterization
[11, 22, 23].
Mobile phone and laptop users can also enjoy broadband services using visible
light communication (VLC) which has recently matured.Some light sources have
advantages that have enabled VLC technology to be used in various indoor and outdoor
applications [24–26]. LEDs are a light source that can enhance the energy efficiency,
and life expectancy, and lower the maintenance costs when using VLC technology [13].
However, some technical issues are to be studied before the full deployment of this
technology [12].
In this chapter, a brief history of railway signalling and communication based
train control operation is provided. An overview of railway communication systems,
including their limitations is also provided. Furthermore, comparisons between public
networks and railway networks are made, with a survey of communication systems
which can be used to distribute signals inside and between train coaches.
2.2 Research Gaps
This chapter has reviewed current railway communication systems and the candidates
that might replace them together with their limitations. The chapter has also scrutinized
the literature to obtain an insight into how signals can be distributed inside trains. In
this regard, this chapter has provided an overview of the results of previous researchers
and the gaps left by existing work.
• To Train Communications
The demand for access to high-speed data and broadband internet as part of the
railway infrastructure is increasing, and the need to find a suitable communication
system that meet these requirements as part of HSR operation is necessary. This
chapter suggests using the OLE as an access network to connect trains with
backbone communication networks. However, the literature review did not find
any study that has considered this as a medium for communication. Therefore,
channel modelling and characterization is required to investigate the possibility of
using the OLE as a communication medium. The development of an appropriate
channel model of the OLE can help in setting the basis for computer simulations
which would help in any comprehensive study of the performance of a proposed
system.
• In Train Communications
Providing reliable network coverage and seamless communication to the train
commuters is essential for service providers. However, offering more reliable
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data transmission and better mobility to the end user can be achieved by integrat-
ing different communication systems. Using the pre-installed electrical wiring
infrastructure gives the opportunity to use PLC as a backbone for VLCs. Relays
are normally implemented for better performance and to tackle the technical
issues of improving both networks. It is believed that only few researchers have
studied the performance of cascaded PLC/VLC links in the presence of AF and
DF relaying protocols in terms of average capacity and outage probability, and
a comprehensive study of the implementation of AF and DF relays to connect
PLC and VLC links is required. However, such a study requires deriving an-
alytical expressions for the ergodic capacity and the outage probability of the
proposed hybrid PLC-VLC relay-based system. This will require investigating
the performance of such systems as well as examining the effect of various system
parameters on system performance.
LoS is a requirement for efficient data transmission in VLC, but this cannot
always be guaranteed in indoor applications for a variety of reasons, such as
moving objects and the layout of the indoor environment. The relay-assisted VLC
system is one of the techniques that can be used to address this issue and ensure
seamless connectivity. However, while relays can enhance the performance of
communication systems increasing the number of relays increases total energy
consumption of the system. Despite the considerable amount of published work
in this area, it is believed that no work in the open literature has provided a
comprehensive performance analysis of multi-hop VLC systems in terms of
outage probability and energy-efficiency.
2.3 To Train Communications
2.3.1 Brief on Railway Communications
The survey of railway communication and its development starts from the first purpose-
built passenger-carrying railway with haulage by locomotives on the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway, opened in September 1830 [27]. The signalling systems were
totally human-based. The guide-ways were divided into different sections, each section
of about two miles, where a railway policeman was in position to give hand signals
to train drivers. In the1890s, for single line track the electric token system was used
instead of telegraphic orders [27] as a practical means of determining the presence
of a train at a certain location. The demand for rail transport in Europe increased for
many reasons including population growth, increased urbanisation, and trains being
a more comfortable, faster and safer means of land transport, as well as being more
energy-efficient and environmentally friendly [28–30]. This growth needs a more
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Figure 2.1 CBTC system overview.
modern communication-based signalling system to be installed compared to previous
decades [31, 32]. Radio communication systems are the first choice of some operators
as they offer high resolution and real-time train control information, while minimising
the amount of track-side equipment and increasing the capacity of the track by reducing
the safe distance between trains [33–35].
Communications-based train control (CBTC) operation uses high capacity radio
communication for train control information exchange between train and wayside [36].
A combination of devices is used in CBTC systems to determine the train speed and
location; including transponders (“balises”), tachometers, Doppler radar, speedometers,
odometers, and geolocation systems such as GPS [37]. Figure 2.1 presents a CBTC
system overview. Real-time information exchange, provided by CBTC systems, explains
why these systems have replaced the conventional ones. Using this system reduces the
headway distance between trains thus increases the capacity of the line while decreasing
the amount of track-side equipment as required by the previous system, for instance,
colour light signals and track circuits [32]. In contrast to the fixed blocks that were
used to separate the trains in previous signalling systems, moving block operation is
used in CBTC systems. As the location of the train is continuously corrected and
updated, the occupancy block moves with the train with no fixed boundaries, and this
permits trains to move in closer proximity. However, the main problem of using GPS is
detecting the precise location of each when two trains are moving very close to each
other. Also, CBTC suppliers cannot rely on satellite signals inside tunnels. Moreover,
GPS is controlled by an external authority which makes the CBTC suppliers hesitant
about relying on such a system and its use in CBTC systems is supplementary.
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Figure 2.2 GSM-R system architecture.
GSM-R is an internationally agreed standard for wireless communication which has
been introduced by European rail companies to replace the previous railway commu-
nication systems to ensure that trains can safely travel to different countries without
any communications issues [38]. GSM-R mobile technology is a radio network which
provides radio coverage for both passengers and train crews. In this system, the com-
munication is secure as the coverage of the rail network is thorough, including deep
cuttings and tunnels [39]. GSM-R and GSM systems are basically the same but GSM-R
has railway specific functions based on European Standards [1]. Table 2.1 shows some
parametric differences between GSM and GSM-R. Dedicated base stations (BSs) are
installed beside the railway track to configure the GSM-R system. The BSs are linked
together in groups and controlled by base station controllers (BSCs) which provide
connections between the BSs and the mobile switching centres (MSCs) [40]. The
GSM-R system architecture is shown in Figure 2.2. Handover is the most crucial issue
that can affect the quality of service (QoS) in GSM-R systems [41]. The small area
covered by each BS and the high mobility of the trains make the handover process
in GSM-R systems different and more difficult than for GSM systems. This also in-
creases the number of handovers during one voice call or data transmission [42, 40].
The growth of both GSM-R and public networks has increased the electromagnetic
(EM) interference between the two networks [1]. The second source of conducted and
radiated EM interference is caused by the arcing between contact wire and pantograph
during the current collection process [43]. This is a common phenomenon in electrified
railway systems that predominantly occurs at higher speeds and loads.
Capability is considered another challenge to the GSM-R system. An insufficient
transmission rate and system delay can hardly support real-time applications and emer-
gency communications [44]. Even though GSM-R continuity is ensured for the next
few years, due to the above-mentioned limitations, the need to switch to another system
which can overcome these limitations is necessary. At the current time LTE-R based on
LTE standards might be the preferable candidate to replace the GSM-R system [45]. The
deployment of LTE-R systems can improve the performance of the HSR communication
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Table 2.1 GSM and GSM-R parameters.
Parameter GSM GSM-R
Up-link frequency 890-915 MHz 876–880 MHz
Down-link frequency 925-960 MHz 921–925 MHz
Bandwidth 850-1900 MHz 0.2 MHz
Modulation GMSK GMSK
Cell range 35 km 8 km





Mobility - Max. 500 km/h
systems in terms of capacity and capabilities as it uses a fully packet-switched-based
network [44]. Furthermore, LTE is a well established and off-the-shelf system that can
coexist with the previous HRS communication systems, thus LTE-R is predicted to last
for some time which strongly supports the move from GSM-R to LTE-R [1].
Compared to the GSM-R system, LTE-R system offers a high data rate of up to 50
Mbps for the down link, and 10 Mbps for the up-link. The optimal use of the frequency
and spectrum of LTE-R is vital to provide a reliable and efficient communication system
for HRS. Currently, 1 GHz, such as 1.8, 2.1, 2.3, and 2.6 GHz are the bands where
most LTE system operate [1]. However, the first LTE-R network, which is based on
LTE standards, is already scheduled to take place in some countries in the coming few
years [1]. In this regard, some preliminary recommendations have been issued by the
International Union of Railways, an industry-wide advisory body, on the feasibility of
using standard LTE as the replacement for the current railway communication system
[44]. Although the LTE capacity is less than the reliability in LTE-R, the LTE-R cell
can serve 27 trains simultaneously at one of the main train stations and the capacity
provided by the cell is enough to serve more trains at the same time [46]. Trains on the
LTE-R network are supposed to be able to operate at a very high speeds, up to 500 km/h,
sometimes in very complex railway environments. Table 2.2 shows some parametric
differences between LTE and LTE-R.
The coexistence of the LTE public safety network and the LTE-R network is one of
the problems associated with the deployment of LTE-R. Public safety networks, such
as police, firefighters and the ambulance service, and LTE-R networks use the same
frequency bands: 718-728 MHz for up-links and 773-783 for down-links [47]. Thus, a
major challenge is how to eliminate radio interference between the networks in order
to maintain reliability and safety [47]. The high speed of trains leads to a Doppler
shift, which is a shift of the received frequency and, in some cases, this might lead
to a phase shift of the signal which will impair reception of angle-modulated signals.
Another major challenge is the handover process. LTE-R systems are meant to support
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high-speed trains, where the high speed and the small area covered by each base-station
lead to increasing the number of handovers between the cells in LTE-R networks [42].
There are other challenges which should be taken in consideration when designing
LTE-R systems such as a possible large Doppler spread which can cause signal-to-
interference plus noise ratio degradation and corruption. Also, delay spread which can
lead to a loss of orthogonality between the OFDM sub-carriers and a special category
of guard interval. Linear coverage with directional antennas is used in railway commu-
nication systems [1] because this type of coverage consumes less power and generally
provides better performance, however at some train locations outage probability can
be high due to shadow fading [1]. Because of these limitations and the requirement
of high-capacity communications for passengers travelling on the next generation of
railways, it is necessary to find an alternative technology to current railway communica-
tion systems. Providing the required services means focusing on QoS, reliability and
capacity as the principal issues of candidate technologies.
The extremely wide frequency bandwidths as have been well studied for 5G technol-
ogy applications can solve the issue of shortage of available frequency bands. However,
5G technology is not yet in its final form which may not be finalized for sometime.
This technology with its high-data transmission rate is expected to play a crucial role in
applications that require more reliable and low-latency communication such as intelli-
gent transportation systems. The 5G networks will be built upon the existing wireless
systems including 2G, 3G and 4G and it aims to retrofit the architecture of the current
communication systems (i.e., 4G) [48]. 5G networks can benefit from the current
investment of the 4G networks and will expand their capabilities provided that 5G is
interoperable with 4G and delivers the desired performance for railway communications.
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Latency is one of the items that have been improved in 5G technology which can
help enable functions that require a quick response, such as auto-driving trains. The
new technologies that are implemented by 5G will reduce the 70 ms data transmission
latency in 4G down to 1 ms. The millimeter wave technology used by 5G makes its
spectrum bandwidth greater than those of existing technologies and enhances the speed
of data transmission while offering better connectivity between train and wayside [48].
For example, the available bandwidth of the 5G networks is 9 GHz, while only 100
MHz of spectrum bandwidth is available in 4G-LTE networks. The targeted data rate
of 5G technology is 20 Gbps, which is achievable with its recommended bandwidth
and the implementation of massive multiple-input-multiple-output (massive-MIMO)
[48].This makes 5G technology more reliable for use with railway communication than
current communication systems.
Even though 5G technology seems to be the best candidate for upgrading existing
railway communication systems, there are a number of challenges to consider. First,
self-interference cancellation. Looking at the fundamental nature of 5G technology, self-
interference can have a considerable effect on 5G networks [49]. Secondly, the power
consumption of the overall system. As 5G networks utilize a larger bandwidth than
current technologies, which means a higher data rate, more energy will be consumed
for data transmission [50]. Furthermore, in multi-Gbps communication networks, data
transmission is restricted by the characteristics of data propagation. It has been reported
that a very-high path loss and attenuation are associated with high frequencies. This
could be compensated by either increasing the transmit power or the gain of the receiving
antenna [50]. Moreover, due to the nature of waves with a wavelength of millimeters in
a railway environment, the transmission can be easily blocked or shadowed [51].
2.3.2 Overhead Line Equipment
With the greater accessibility and increase of video content on the internet, most people
opt to use their smart gadgets while travelling. Most of the time, speed of internet
plays the spoilsport and consumers demand an ever higher data rate and more reliable
communication system from service providers. The drive to satisfy the demands
pushes the entire industry towards finding a communication system that can deliver
these requirements. The idea of utilizing power cables for both electricity and data
transmission has been around for decades, and PLC is a key technology for the last-mile
communication that enables sending data over existing low-, medium-, and high-voltage
(LV, MV, HV) electricity cables. According to the frequencies used in the system,
PLC technology is divided into narrowband PLC (NB-PLC) and broadband PLC (BB-
PLC), where the former works at lower frequencies and the later at higher frequencies.
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The distinct advantage of this technology is the widespread availability of electrical
infrastructure that makes it very cost-effective [52].
OLE are considered as MV transmission lines and MV-PLC is used in several
applications such as network management optimization and operational services [8].
Several studies have demonstrated that the signal sent over PLC can be transmitted over
a long distance without causing any interference to the other communication technolo-
gies [53–55, 4]. In addition MV-PLC can provide reliable transmission and is a key
technology that gives the opportunity for OLE systems to be used as an access network
connecting trains to the backbone communication networks. The main superiority of
the OLE system is that its use can save the cost of establishing a new channel because
the OLE systems are already installed all over electrified railways. Furthermore, it can
be installed as a complementary network to current railway communication systems to
cover “holes” in their coverage, particularly in tunnels and remote areas.
2.3.2.1 Channel Modelling
For system implementation and performance evaluation purposes, the channel transfer
characteristics of the OLE ought to be fully studied. One of the major challenges
is that of developing an appropriate model of the OLE. Finding such a model that
can represent the transfer characteristics of the main network in computer simulations
can enable analysis of the performance of different network configurations and loads.
However, several models are proposed in the literature, of these the multi-path and
two-port network are the most relevant for PLC channels [56–58]. In contrast to these
two models, the behaviour of the PLC network in most other models requires a large
number of distributed components so their practical value is usually very limited. All
network components (cables, joints, connected devices) should be known in detail in
order to construct the models and obtain precise results. Practically, it is not possible
for the required parameters to be determined with precision [59, 60].
Multi-path Model Multi-path Model The transmission function in the multi-path
model is described by the delay portion of the path, the attenuation portion which
increases as the length and frequency increase, and the weighting factor representing
the transmissions and reflections that occur along the path, as presented in Equation
(2.1):









e− j2π f τi︸ ︷︷ ︸
delay portion
(2.1)
where di is the path length, |gi( f )|eϕgi( f ) represents the weighting factor, e−(ao+a1 f
k)di
is the attenuation, and ao and a1 are the attenuation parameters with a typical value of
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the attenuation exponent factor, (k), between 0,5 and 1. e− j2π f τi represents the delay
portion, with (τi the delay of the path. N is number of paths and i is the path number,
where the path with lowest delay has i =1. Equation (2.1), is simplified in [60], to









e− j2π f (di/vp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
delay portion
(2.2)
where vp is the ratio between the speed of light and the square root of the dielectric
constant of the insulating material.
In [60], the simulated results based on the given model in Equation (2.2), were
compared to practical measurements for a specific network topology and well-known
number of paths and geometric dimensions. The results were very promising as the
simulation results matched the measured ones for a specific range of frequencies.
However, the simulated results did not match the measurements at other frequencies,
which is a major disadvantage of this model. Another disadvantage is that a large
number of paths with particular weighting factors and lengths must be known for
sufficiently precise results to be obtained.
Two-port Network Model The channel transfer functions of a two-port network
can be conveniently represented by ABCD matrix theory [61]. The power line is a
two-port network that connects a transmitter at the sending end to a receiver at the
other end. This two-port network can be considered as a black box that has input
and output related by a transfer function. The relation of output to input values for
this network is highly dependent on the physical properties of the power line. The
transmission over the power line is characterized by losses due to parameters which
are assumed uniformly distributed along the power line. These primary parameters
(i.e., resistance (R), capacitance (C), inductance (L), and conductance (G) are length-
dependent parameters and can form a relation between the output and input voltages,
and current through the power line in terms that represents the transfer function of its
channel.
The two-port Network Model is widely used in PLC technology as it can represent
the channel transfer function (CTF) of LV-PLC and MV-PLC systems [57, 62]. The
authors in [57], calculated the transfer function for a PLC channel based on actual
parameters, and results from a practical measurement were also provided. Calculated
and measured results were in perfect agreement. The authors of [62] developed the two-
port network model to calculate signal transmission characteristics over a PLC network
where the PLC modems were installed at random locations. Measurement results were
provided to evaluate the model-based results. They found that the ABCD matrix model
can effectively represent the transfer function of the PLC channel. Considering the
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transmission theory of the power line, the two port-network was used by [63] to study
the transfer function of an in-home broadband PLC (BPLC) network. Different network
configurations (i.e., different loads, different network branches, and different power
line lengths) were considered. Measurements made on the actual PLC network were
used to verify the simulated results. It was found that the two-port network theory can
accurately reflect the effects of the physical parameters of the PLC.
2.3.2.2 Modulation Schemes for PLC
Although MV-PLC presents an interesting solution for higher bit rates, there are techni-
cal limitations and constraints to be considered [64]. Signal reflection due to impedance
mismatching is recognized as one of the major technical limitations of MV-PLC systems.
This occurs at locations of impedance change on the network. Noise over the MV-PLC
is the second technical issue that affects data transmission [65]. This is strongly weather
dependent and it is caused by the high voltage power line being subjected to switching
and power-line faults [64]. The noise level varies and is most significant during very
cold weather. Noise also can be caused by interference generated by adjacent electronic
equipment operated in the same frequency domain and can destroy a set of transmitted
data [64, 66].
The transmission over MV-PLC is significantly affected by weather conditions, such
as, rain, fog, snow and ice [67]. Ice is the weather condition, which can most severely
disturb the communication over MV-PLC. Attenuation is affected by the ice coating
on the lines and it can increase or decrease depending on the operating frequency.
Generally, MV-PLC is characterized by relatively low attenuation, which increases as
the distance between the transmitter and receiver increases, and as frequency of the
signal increases [67]. The high level of electromagnetic interference due to equipment
near the PLC system, and which might cause a malfunction of electronic devices is
another issue. However, various advanced modulation techniques, such as OFDM, code
division multiplexing access (CDMA), and multi carrier-direct sequence-code division
multiplexing have been used with PLC systems in order to tackle such technical issues
[68].
While the CDMA technique is normally used to reduce Electro-magnetic inter-
ference (EMI), OFDM can be used to reduce the effect of noise over PLC and the
frequency selectivity of the PLC channel. Earlier works have proved that PLC systems
that are based on OFDM are less affected by noise [69–73]. In addition, OFDM is a
very efficient and flexible method that is at the heart of PLC standards in use today. The
main purpose of choosing this technique is due to its simplicity in implementation and
its ability to provide a sufficient improvement in the performance of the PLC systems.
Furthermore, it is less sensitive to noise compared to single carrier applications. This is
due to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) operation that is implemented at the receiver,
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where the impact of noise is spread among multiple transmitted OFDM subcarriers,
therefore, the longer the OFDM duration, the less the effect of noise [74]. However,
when the amplitude of the noise is relatively high, noise mitigation techniques ought to
be implemented [70].
Much work has been carried out to reduce the effect of noise using multicarrier
modulation (MCM). For example, the effect of noise on OFDM systems in radio
communications was first analyzed in [74] where a closed-form expression for the
probability of error was derived for two different scenarios, namely, single-carrier (SC)
and MCM. It was found that MCM outperforms SC systems, especially when the noise
power is moderate, and the probability of occurrence of noise is not too high. This was
explained as follows: the effect of impulsive noise gets spread over several data symbols
in the case of MCM systems whereas in SC systems, the impulsive noise will affect
only one symbol. However, this advantage can turn into a disadvantage if the energy of
the impulsive noise exceeds a certain level, but this study did not consider the effect of
the channel. In [75], the Bit-Error-Rate (BER) performance of OFDM systems and the
effect of multi-path PLC channels were investigated by means of computer simulations.
In [76], the BER performance of such systems under the effects of impulsive noise and
multi-paths was analyzed theoretically and closed-form formulas were obtained. It was
concluded that the adverse effects of multi-path over PLC channels can be more serious
than just that of impulsive noise.
Another mitigation technique is proposed in [71] where a nonlinear device was
placed at the front end of the OFDM receiver. This technique is simple and easy to im-
plement and for these reasons is widely used in practice. There are three different types
of nonlinear preprocessors: blanking, clipping and combined blanking and clipping
(hybrid) whose basic principles are discussed below. These are also referred to as time
domain mitigation techniques. Any OFDM sample that has an amplitude lower than
a specific threshold passes without modification of its amplitudes as it is considered
as a clear OFDM signal. On the other hand, OFDM samples with amplitudes above
the threshold are clipped or replaced with zero depending on the technique used [69].
OFDM is also broadly used as the prime transmission method in most PLC applications
for its capability to resolve the frequency selectivity of the PLC channel [77]. Further-
more, due to the long symbol duration in OFDM, inter-symbol interference caused by
the multipath effect of the PLC channel is reduced and can be completely eliminated by
utilizing a cyclic time guard. OFDM transmission over OLE channels is presented in
Chapter 3.
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2.4 Inside Train Communication
For inside train communication the required connection can be made in two different
scenarios. In the first scenario, electronic devices can be connected to the communica-
tion network individually. In this scenario, transmission to the mobile devices is highly
attenuated by the metallic coating of coaches, particularly modern ones. Furthermore,
such communication suffers from the Doppler shift due to the high speed of the train
and the high transmission frequency of the wireless networks [78]. In most of the
cases, the second scenario is preferable. In this scenario, the train is connected to a
public network then the signal is distributed inside the train coaches using a suitable
distribution system [78].
Dedicated wireless networks, such as GSM-R and LTE-R, are used to provide trains
with different communication services. These two networks are dedicated particularly
to support HSR by providing specific information that can help monitor and control rail
traffic and thus eliminate train accidents [78]. However, the public networks, such as
GSM and LTE are designed with specific cells overlapping. This overlapping is large
enough to permit a full handover procedure between two neighbouring cells in the HSR
system. The main issue of the public networks is that they do not provide a network
coverage for the entire railway system. Particular areas, such as remote areas and areas
near to tunnels and bridges usually suffer from “holes” in the public network coverage.
This is because of the lack of customers in such areas so that public operators do not
install equipment there. Recently, HSR operators invited the public network operators
to provide communication services in such places [78].
The reliability of in-train communication systems in the second scenario depends
on two parameters, the receiving equipment and the distribution system inside the train.
Generally, a roof-mounted antenna fixed on the train works well as a receiver. Various
communication systems can be used for signal distribution within the train coaches.
W-LAN can be installed in each coach to distribute signals to the passengers‘ user
equipment (UE) [79]. Furthermore, the VLC technology that has recently matured is
predicted to play a crucial role in the railway industry [12]. PLC systems have been
used for many different indoor applications and can be used for distributing the signals
inside the train using pre-installed power lines [11]. The main issue with PLC systems
is that mobile users may not have access to the power lines. In such cases, cooperative
PLC/wireless or PLC/VLC are options. The following section discusses how signal can
be distributed within the train.
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2.4.1 Wireless Access Point
As previously mentioned, electromagnetic waves are significantly attenuated by the
metallic shielding provided by the mild steel outer surface of the coaches. For this
reason, communication between UE on-board and the public networks outside the train
can be improved by using a roof-mounted antenna to communicate with the public
networks. Then a central distribution system can be installed inside train coaches to
communicate between the UEs on-board and the roof-mounted antenna. Almost all
modern electronic devices have a W-LAN interference so they can use this system for
communication purposes [78]. This system has sufficient data rate to offer different
services, such as internet access and entertainment services to HSR commuters [80].
The W-LAN system can be installed either in each coach of the train or as one
system serving all coaches. However, if the former configuration is installed, then a
receiving device (i.e a roof-mounted antenna) is needed in each coach to communicate
with the on-board W-LAN and the base stations of the public networks. On the other
hand, only one receiving device is needed if the latter configuration is installed. Then
the connection between any two neighbouring coaches should be wireless to ease the
assembling of coaches into a train at the terminus. As mentioned above, a receiving
device is located in each coach or only in one coach depending on which way the WLAN
system is installed [79]. This device will be responsible for connecting the W-LAN in
the train with the outside communication systems. The receiving device should support
LTE modem type of functionality and a wire-line to be able to communicate with both
external and in-train systems, respectively [79]. Figure 2.3, shows W-LAN system
inside a train coach.
Another installation design is to attach receiving devices to the roof of the first and
the last coaches of the train. This installation offers commuters high-capacity access to
public networks and reduces the fixed infrastructure requirements [81]. Furthermore,
both of the receiving devices are able to distribute the signal inside all of the train
coaches. If one of the receiving devices is outside public network coverage the other
is still communicating between the UE on-board and the public network. This is
particularly useful in areas that suffer from small “holes” in the public network coverage,
such as short tunnels and bridges [81]. ]. For all of the above-mentioned installations,
although the train can be moving at high speed and passenger equipment are similarly
moving relative to the fixed base stations of the public networks, the user equipment is
stationary relative to the in-coaches WLAN system [78]. Of course, different W-LAN
types such as Wi-Fi and wireless gigabit (WiGi) can be installed inside train coaches
for signal distribution.
The Wi-Fi is a well-known cost effective W-LAN technology with Wi-Fi IEEE
802.11 the main standard [82]. The allowed achievable throughput of this technology is
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Figure 2.3 W-LAN system inside a train coach.
450 Mbps on both available frequency bands (2.4 and 5 GHz). However, amendment
IEEE 802.11n refers to the use of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) technology
to increase transmission rates and the bandwidth, due to the aggregation of channels,
is increased from 20 MHz to 40 MHz [82]. However, a more recent Wi-Fi standard
which was first authorized in 2013 is Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11ac [83]. 500 Mbps is the
achievable theoretical throughput of this standard and a 7 Gbps of throughput can be
achieved by implementing the MIMO and multiplexing techniques [83]. Although the
Wi-Fi technology has a larger transmission range than Wi-Gi, the latter provides better
throughput.
Recently, millimeter wave technology, Wi-Gi, has gained researchers‘ attention due
to the 6 Gbps of throughput it offers its users. Wi-Gi is commonly known as IEEE
802.11ad [84, 85]. Both bodies, the Wireless Gigabit Alliance and IEEE 802.11ad, have
agreed an industrial standard for Wi-Gi which that was issued by IEEE in late 2012.
The main aim of this technology is to transfer a high-volume of data with a throughput
of around 7 Gbps over a relatively short range. It operates at 60 GHz frequency with 9
GHz bandwidth from 57 to 66 GHz which makes the 7 Gbps of throughput achievable
[84]. In addition to the high-speed data rate offered by Wi-Gi, it also provides secure
and protected transmission over short distances with low latency [83].
The main issue of this technology is its very limited transmission range, typically
1–10 m, due to its short wavelength, transmission is severely affected by the path loss,
which can be as high as 28 dB [83, 85]. However, this loss can be compensated by
increasing the gain of the antenna. This leads to a narrower antenna beam width, which
will consequently require antenna beam forming. Omni-directional antennas were used
by the previous IEEE 802.11 main standard as this was not considered an issue [83].
An extensive study was carried out by the authors of [85] on planning and formation of
Wi-Gi networks. Two different network scenarios were investigated in order to extend
the coverage of the Wi-Gi network. It was concluded that the performance of the Wi-Gi
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network is affected by different parameters, such as network-load, and the percentage
of intra-LAN and internet devoted network traffic.
2.4.2 Visible Light Communication (VLC)
One of the most significant current discussions in OWC technologies is light fidelity
(Li-Fi) technology. This green technology is predicted to play an essential role in
indoor communication applications. Instead of using radio frequencies, short-range
Li-Fi technology is based on the implementation of VLC. However, this technology
is seen as a complementary wireless technology to radio-frequency (RF) [86]. Light
emitted from low-cost, energy-efficient LEDs is the transmission medium which makes
its potential implementation complex, but this is compensated for by its cost being very
low [16, 87, 26]. Li-Fi technology is better in terms of data exchange security compared
to RF, because hackers cannot gain access from outside the line-of-sight (LoS) of the
propagating light [87]. Furthermore, this technology offers better performance than
that provided by the RF technology. This is because of no electromagnetic interference,
high transmission power and the wide frequency spectrum available [88].
As other communication systems, VLC contains three main components, namely
transmitter, transmission medium, and receiver. In general, any light source can be
utilized as a transmitter. However, energy efficient LEDs are predicted to replace other
light sources in future [12]. White LEDs (WLEDs) are one of the best light sources
suited to VLC and can be used for illumination and data transmission simultaneously
[89]. Typically, this light source has a longer lifespan compared to other sources
such as incandescent bulbs [90].This short-range technology uses the portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum, which can be seen by the human eye, with wavelengths
from 390nm-to-750nm as the transmission medium [91]. At the receiver, a photo-diode
detector, the received signal is converted from light into an electrical signal which is
then demodulated to provide the desired information [12, 92].
This fast-growing technology can offer a wide range of support services to railway
operations: internet facilities (inside trains and underground stations), smart lighting
inside train stations, and improving railway safety [12]. In trains, LEDs can be equipped
with transceivers to provide different multimedia facilities and internet services to train
passengers [12]. Furthermore, using LEDs for providing internet services inside under-
ground stations can help to tackle the lack of connectivity issue that faces passengers in
such areas. Moreover, due to the distribution of light sources inside, for example, train
stations, they can ensure seamless connectivity to the people who are on the move and
they can be used for in-station positioning and venue navigation [12].
A number of technical issues need to be studied before this technology can be
fully implemented by the railway industry. First, the area covered by each LoS of
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an LED is relatively small. This is because of the rectilinear propagation of light
requires frequent horizontal handovers when a passenger is moving, which might be
a source of instability in data reception [16]. During the handover process, the user
changes the information with a central unit (CU) which can take up to 3000 ms, this
leads to a transmission loss [93]. Furthermore, there will be light interference due
to overlapping with other neighbouring light sources and sunlight [12, 94]. However,
different techniques are proposed in the literature for reduction of such interference
[95–97]. For example, authors of [95] suggested choosing a suitable transmission band,
which experiences relatively-less interference by other light-sources, to tackle the effect
of this type of interference. The band can be chosen according to different factors, such
as distance between the transmitter and receiver, irradiance angle, and incident angle.
The results of this study have proven that the suggested technique works efficiently
and can improve the performance of the VLC system by tackling the interference issue.
Both communication and illumination practice standards should be considered for the
deployment of the VLC technology. This is different from any other communication
system and adds the issue of coordination between different regulatory bodies [98].
To resolve such shortcomings and to improve VLC system performance, research
investigations have considered the implementation of hybrid communication systems
[16, 99, 100]. Integrating communication systems such as free space optics with RF
communication, VLC, PLC, etc., can offer a significant range of benefits in terms
of security and performance of in-train communication [16, 17, 101]. For example,
providing an up-link using VLC can be problematic, however, as Li-Fi technology
does not interfere with RF, a cooperative VLC-RF system, where the VLC is used for
down-linking and the RF for up-linking, can offer full connectivity and improve the
QoS. Nevertheless, such cooperation leads to a vertical handover between the VLC and
the RF systems which can cause instability and delay in data reception [98].
2.4.3 Power-line Communication (PLC)
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in PLC technology. Simply, in this
technology, the pre-installed wiring network of a building or utility grid is utilized for
both carrying electricity and data to consumers[102]. This advantage makes PLCs a
cost-effective and competitive technology for networking applications [100]. According
to its operating frequency this technology is grouped into two different groups, low
frequency PLC (NB-PLC) and high frequency PLC (BB-PLC). NB-PLC operates at
frequencies from 3-to-500 kHz and it is characterized by its low-data rate and long
range of transmission [103].
BB-PLC performs at frequencies from 1.8–250 MHz and it has a higher data rate but
shorter transmission distance than NB-PLC. The PLCs can also be divided according
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to the type of current carried by the power lines: PLC over lines carrying alternative
current and PLC over lines carrying direct current.
In PLC systems, the transmitted data is first modulated by modem node then in-
jected into the power lines, which represent the transmission medium, to be sent to
its destination. At the receiver node, the information signal passes through a filtering
process then demodulation to recover the original data [104]. Different modulation
techniques can be used with this technology such as, frequency shift keying, OFDM,
binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and spread-frequency shift keying. PLCs systems
have been used for different applications such as, home automation, home networking,
and narrow-band PLC - radio broadcasting [105, 103]. NB-PLC systems have been gen-
erating widespread attention amongst academia and industries owing to its applications
in different fields such as: home-control, the smart-grid, smart energy generation and
micro-inverters.
The BB-PLC was initially used for home applications only, but recent studies have
proved that this technology can fulfil future requirements of smart-grid applications
[106]. This technology has been recently used in vehicle applications where transmis-
sion of data between the electronic parts of the vehicle such as sensors and actuators
is achieved by using its existing electrical wiring, reducing costs without adding extra
weight [11, 107]. Inside trains, the BB-PLC technology can be used for many purposes,
such as in-train entertainment for commuters on long-haul trips through the power line
networks of the train. This technology can also distribute a high-speed internet to the
commuters inside trains if the trains are connected to a suitable communication network
[11]. For safety and security reasons, cameras and other safety devices can be connected
by the BB-PLC to monitor the train coaches. Furthermore, the on-board electronic
equipment can be inter-connected to share important data [107].
PLC is a harsh transmission medium and a number of technical issues remain to
be solved. The power lines were installed for current transmission only. To assess
their suitability for use for data transmission, analytical models describing their trans-
fer functions including the huge variation in response between frequency, phase and
amplitude of the signal need to be developed. The transmission over such channels
can be attenuated by signal reflection due to the mismatching of electrical impedances
caused by changes in topology and physical properties. Thus, one of the major issues is
to study the transfer function of PLCs and to find an appropriate channel model which
can accurately represent it in computer simulations [108]. However, there are number
of channel models that can accurately model the transmission channel proposed in the
literature such as multi-path and two-port network models, the latter is also known as
ABCD matrix channel model [60, 109].
Transmission over PLCs is also affected by noise which is considered one of the most
problematic issues in this technology. Noise over PLCs is categorized into two main
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categories, coloured-background noise and impulsive noise. The former varies slowly
with time and can remain stationary for minutes, sometime hours, the latter occurs
randomly with short duration and high power spectral density (PSD) [69]. Although
impulsive noise has a short duration, it can severely disturb and affect the transmission
over PLC channels [60]. However, a number of mitigation techniques have been
proposed in the literature. These include multi-carrier modulation (MCM), blanking
nonlinearity, clipping non-linearity, hybrid blanking/clipping non-linearity, coding,
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) and time and frequency domain techniques
[69].
The power cables radiate electrical signals to the surroundings when signals travel
along the PLC between the transmitter and the receiver [52, 110, 111]. These radiated
signals can cause a malfunction in nearby electronic equipment, known as EMI. Thus,
a number of official and industry bodies have agreed electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) standards to limit both inductive and conductive modes of EMI, to acceptable
levels to ensure the reliability and safety of PLC systems [52, 112]. In addition, PLCs
systems cannot provide services to the end users at mobility, when the end users are
moving. Therefore, combining PLC systems with other communication systems such
as RF and VLC can provide better mobility and performance to the end users [100, 16].
However, The implementation of such hybrid systems can also solve network coverage
problems and increase the overall capacity of the systems [100, 16].
2.4.4 Hybrid Communication Systems
Reliable communication systems which can provide good network coverage, throughput
and mobility to the train commuters is a critical issue in the design of onboard communi-
cation systems. This is due to the increase in multi-media users on trains, which means
that a single network might not be able to provide reliable services to all the passengers.
However, implementing hybrid communication systems, such as, PLC/VLC, PLC/RF
and VLC/RF in indoor environments can improve the system performance and the
user’s QoS and provide better mobility to the end users [113, 16, 114–117]. Since each
network does not affect the coverage of the other networks as there is no interference
between them, the total capacity of the hybrid system is better than that of a single
system [93]. Relays such as amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF)
are often used with hybrid systems to increase transmission distances and offer greater
system throughput [16, 100].
Integrating networks is one of the most significant current discussions in indoor
applications and has attracted both academia and industry [100, 16, 93]. The study
[93] discusses the implementation of hybrid Li-Fi/Wi-Fi networks in indoor environ-
ments. The authors believe that the 300 THz license-free frequency band used by Li-Fi
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Figure 2.4 Average capacity versus the relay gain for different values of relay-destination
distance.
technology can be considered as a solution to the problem of limited availability of
the radio frequency (RF) spectrum. The electromagnetic spectrums used by these two
technologies are totally different, so they do not interfere with each other which enables
the implementation of a cooperative network [93]. The study proposed dynamic load
balancing to tackle the issue of the frequent handover between the LoSs of the LEDs
during the movement of end users. The Wi-Fi system provides services to the moving
users and the static ones are served by the Li-Fi network. The authors concluded that the
Li-Fi link provides higher data rate to the static users than that provided to the moving
users by the Wi-Fi [93].
Using Li-Fi technology as a complementary network to RF was investigated in
[118]. The authors considered a cooperative VLC/RF down-link where full coverage
was provided by an RF network supported by the LoS of the LEDs. The authors
indicated that the proposed cooperative system was able to provide a higher data rate
than a single systems. It was also indicated that the system was able to overcome some
of the issues associated with RF and Li-Fi networks such as limited availability of
RF spectrum, the frequent handover of the Li-Fi due to its small-coverage area and
the incapacity of the Li-Fi network in providing convenient up-link coverage [118].
Convinced that a hybrid Li-Fi/Wi-Fi system can enhance the robustness and increase
throughput, the authors of [119] studied the cooperation between these two networks.
The results showed that the hybrid system performed much better than WiFi alone,
especially in crowded areas. It was also found that the VLC system could provide better
performance than that provided by the Wi-Fi system when the transmission distance is
relatively small.
The advantage of utilizing the existing electrical network in indoor environments
offers the opportunity to use PLC systems as a frame for both RF and VLCs. The
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discussion regarding implementing hybrid PLC/RF started in the last decade. The
proposed hybrid system was considered for vehicular and home applications as well as
for automated metering infrastructure [120–122]. The implementation of cascade links
for such applications was discussed in [123, 124], which considered both networks
as working simultaneously. The cooperative PLC/RF system was also discussed in
different aspects and different system setups by [125–127]. Their conclusions can be
summarized as, a hybrid PLC/RF system can increase throughput and enhance the
performance of the system by offering a better data rate to end users. This was also
confirmed by our work in [100] where we compared the performance of a relay-based
PLC/RF with its counterpart in PLC only.
Several studies have investigated the use of relays with PLC, RF, and hybrid PLC/RF
systems [122, 100, 128–132]. The studies involved different relaying protocols such
as AF, DF, and included incremental DF (IDF) and selective DF (SDF). The authors
in [133, 134] indicated that optimizing the relay position on the network can offer
better performance and improve the system. They also concluded that the use of relays
can be more beneficial to RF networks than PLC. We discussed the implementation
of an AF relay in a hybrid PLC/RF network in [100]. The proposed system was
investigated in terms of average capacity. The effect of some of the system parameters
on its performance was studied. The results showed that the system could offer better
performance and mobility to the end users. As can be seen from 2.4, the performance
of the system can be improved by increasing the relay gain which justifies the use of
the relay in the system.
Recently, PLC technology has been associated with cooperative PLC/VLC systems.
Where the PLC is used as a basis for the VLC which, in turn, transforms the electrical
signal into an optical signal then delivers it to the users [135]. This hybrid system was
first presented and discussed in [136] with the authors using white LEDs positioned
in the ceiling for the indoor sources of optical wireless signals. It was concluded that
such integration will play a crucial role in both indoor and outdoor applications. The
main reason being that no new installations are required for the implementation of such
a cascaded system. Since then, aspects of this hybrid system have been investigated
by many researchers [136–139]. A discussion on implementing a hybrid PLC/VLC
system in the presence of AF and DF relays is presented in Chapter 4. The results of
this study indicated that the performance of the system is negatively affected by the
overall distance and can be improved by increased the relay gain. It also revealed that
the proposed system performs better with increasing input power.
It is worth pointing out that although increasing the number of relays in the commu-
nication systems can improve performance in terms of outage probability this will be at
the cost of reducing the energy efficiency of the system [140]. The energy efficiency of
the communication systems in the presence of relays has been investigated in previous
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studies [140–145]. The authors of [140] provided a comprehensive study of the energy
consumption performance for different relay protocols (i.e., AF, DF, SDF, and IDF)
over the PLC channel. It was found that the SDF and IDF scenarios were more energy-
efficient compared to the single-hop and non-cooperative DF and AF configurations.
Different techniques were discussed in [141, 146] to improve the energy consumption
in relay-based PLC systems. A DF-based indoor PLC network was considered by
[141] who showed that placing the DF relay at the mid-point between the source and
destination with optimal timeshare gives the most energy efficient performance.
In [146], the authors proposed an energy harvesting (EH) technique at the AF relay
to improve the energy-efficiency of a dual-hop relay-based PLC system. The relay node
harvests the power of the unwanted impulsive noise from the first link, which then
contributes to powering the system. For the sake of comparison and to quantify the
achievable gains, the conventional AF relay configuration (i.e., with no EH) was also
considered by the authors. They concluded that the proposed system can significantly
improve the energy consumption of AF-based PLC networks. Harvesting energy from
the first link and then using it as a relay to transmit power for the second link has been
discussed in [143, 147] in which a cooperative relay-based VLC/RF communication
system was considered. Besides collecting the information from the first link (i.e., VLC
link), the relay harvests the energy of the direct current component of the received
optical signal and then this power is used to transmit power to the second link (i.e., RF
link). It was concluded that the considered system with the proposed EH technique can
be energy efficient. An EH technique where the energy from the first link is harvested
and utilized as an additional energy resource for the DF relay was proposed in [144]. A
cooperative VLC/RF system with an EH relay was considered and the results showed
that the energy harvested from the transmitted signals through the VLC link can be
used to supply the DF relay with power that can improve the performance of the entire
system.
Improving energy efficiency and achieving a better data rate by using hybrid
RF/VLC links was investigated in [148]. It was shown that the performance of the
proposed RF/VLC system is better than that of the RF network alone. An optimum EH
time-switching protocol was proposed by the authors of [149, 150]wherein the relay
harvested the power of the useful signal and co-channel interference signals and then
utilized it to send the signal to its destination node. Two different techniques were
adopted, namely time-switching (TS) and power-splitting (PS) schemes. In the first
scheme, the relay switches between harvesting energy and decoding information while
in the other scheme a portion of the received power is harvested, and the remaining
power is used for processing the information. It was found that, at high SNR, the PS
scheme outperforms the TS. On the other hand, when the SNR is relatively low, the TS
scheme is superior to the PS. In contrast to previous work which was limited to direct
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link and one relay analysis, the authors of [128] studied the energy performance of the
PLC system in the presence of more than one relay in the network. They showed that
increasing the number of relays on the network can considerably improve the system
performance in terms of outage probability, but this will be at the expense of increased
power consumption. A comprehensive study and analysis of outage probability and
energy per bit consumption performance of multi-hop VLC networks is provided in
Chapter 5.
2.5 Summary
The HSR has been developed rapidly in recent years and more development is expected
to take place in the coming years. The number of commuters is expected to increase as
trains are regarded as a fast, safe and green public transportation system. However, the
growth of railway demand and its development require a reliable communication system
to meet the railway users’ demands. For this reason, in this chapter, a survey of HSR-
communication systems was provided, and challenges to the current communication
system were discussed. It was found that, currently, the LTE-R which is based on the
LTE network is the available candidate for a GSM-R communication system and can
fulfill the requirement of the existing railway system. While this research agrees on that
no doubt the LTE-R is capable to meeting demand for this stage of railway development,
it is clear in the near future the need to move to a more reliable communication system
is inevitable. Therefore, this chapter also presented some of the expected networks for
future railway communication. Also, an overview of inside train communication was
provided. The advantages and disadvantages of the onboard distribution systems are
discussed. It was clear that hybrid systems can provide more reliable services to train
commuters compared to the services provided by single systems.
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Overhead Line Equipment Channel
Characteristics and Capacity
This chapter investigates overhead line equipment as an access network connecting
trains to backbone communication networks. The two-port network model is used to
represent the transfer function of the OLE channel. Furthermore, a simulation of OLE
systems is implemented using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) as
a choice of modulation scheme. For performance evaluation, MATLAB simulation
was used to implement the model of the OFDM-based OLE system and to compute
the capacity and BER of the OFDM-based OLE system. The results showed that the
two-port network model can be developed to represent the transfer function of the OLE
channel. It was also revealed that the strength of the signal is negatively affected by the
speed of the train, frequency and length of the OLE. It was also found that the achieved
data rates from the simulated OFDM-based OLE system is promising for the given
bandwidths and the given ranges of the SNR.
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3.1 Introduction
The use of PLC has attracted plenty of research interests as a cost-effective means of
communication [7, 20] because it uses pre-installed medium-voltage power lines which
means that the basis of the communication system is already available. Monitoring
systems, network management optimization and operational services are common
applications of MV-PLC technology [8, 20]. For performance evaluation purposes,
and to assist in the development of this technology, models that represent the transfer
function of the PLC channel are required. Different channel models have been presented
in the literature, with the multi-path and two-port network the most useful as they can
accurately represent its transfer function for performance analysis [56, 57, 52].
OLE has always been considered as a means of railway electrification and, to the
best of the authors’ knowledge, no study in the literature has considered this medium
for communication. Figure 3.1, shows the four stages of power generation and supply.
The main aim of this chapter is to investigate the OLE as a medium of communication
that can deliver data from public networks to inside trains. The signal is then distributed
inside the train coaches using in-train communication systems, which is discussed in the
following two chapters. However, in this chapter, the two-port network model is used to
represent the CTF of the railway electrification system using transmission line theory
(TLT). In order to implement this model, the chapter simplifies the train electrification
system and derives an equivalent circuit for the whole system. The position, velocity,
acceleration, and deceleration of the train are updated using simple dynamic equations,
with the train position representing the length of the transmission line. In achieving
the aims and objectives of this thesis, a simulation of OLE system using the actual
channel response of the developed model is implemented utilising OFDM as a choice
of modulation scheme.
Figure 3.1 The four stages of the power generation and supply.
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3.2 OLE Transfer Function
Channel modelling and characterization. Before the implementation of any communica-
tion system, the channel transfer characteristics have to be understood. The development
of an accurate channel model of the OLE would provide engineers with a basis for
computer simulations which would enable performance analysis of different network
configurations and loads. Thus, the electrification system of the railway is simplified,
and its equivalent circuit derived. The two-port network model is developed to represent
the CTF of the OLE system.
3.2.1 Overhead Line Equipment System
In this subsection, the train electrification system is described, and the equivalent circuit
of the catenary system is derived.
Over fifty years ago alternating current (AC) was established as the power supply
for railway electrification. The single-phase 1x25 kV and the dual-phase 2x25 kV
are the most common AC feed systems [151]. However, the former is the standard
railway electrification system used in the UK and many other countries [152]. Each
rail substation is fed by the utility grid through a power transformer where the primary
of the transformer is connected to the utility grid and the secondary is connected to
the feeder station [153]. Direct feeding, auto-transformer (AT) feeding, and booster
transformer (BT) feeding are the three basic feeding configurations that are used to
provide electricity to trains [154, 155]. In direct feeding, the secondary of the sub-
station’s transformer is connected directly to the catenary and rails. The main drawback
of this form of connection is that a considerable amount of current leaks through the
rails to the earth as these act as the return conductor to complete the catenary system
circuit [156, 157]. This rail-to-earth leakage current is considered the main cause of
electromagnetic interference to surrounding communication equipment. For this reason,
and to improve the electrification process efficiency, BTs or ATs are added to the system
[157]. In this study, the BT configuration is considered as it is the feeding method used
in the UK electrification system.
3.2.1.1 General Structure of the BT Feeding
BTs are introduced to eliminate the interference with communication lines close to the
track, caused by current leakage to ground [158]. The connection of the BTs is achieved
by one of two approaches, either by connecting the primary to the contact wire of the
catenary system and the secondary directly to the rails, or the secondary is connected
to a return conductor [159]. In British railway electrification, the leakage current is
reduced by connecting the BTs between the contact wire and a return conductor. These
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BTs are normally located along the contact wire at approximately every 3 km. The
current flows through the primary side of the BT that is connected in series with the
contact wire of the catenary system. To have the same amount of current flowing on the
secondary side as in the primary, the BTs have primary and secondary windings of unity
turn-ratio. The return current flows through the return conductor which is connected
to the secondary winding of the BT, and no current flows through the rails [159]. Fig
3.2 shows the classical single-phase 1x25kV feeding configuration with BT which is
considered in this thesis.
Figure 3.2 Classical single-phase 1x25kV feeding configuration with BT.
3.2.1.2 BT Feeding Equivalent Circuit
As stated above the catenary system considered here is equipped with one active
conductor of 25 kV. Catenary systems usually contain multiple physical conductors,
divided into, positive, negative, and ground [160].
Figure 3.3 Typical conductor distribution.
Figure 3.3 shows the typical configuration of the mono-voltage catenary of an AC
supply for a HSR line. While there is only one negative wire that represents the negative
feeder, the positive group is represented by three wires, namely the contact wire, the
sustainer wire, and the positive feeder. The ground group also contains three conductors
the rail, the collector wire and the return conductor [160].
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Figure 3.4 Typical cross section of (a) ac single track systems.
Figure 3.4 shows a typical cross-section of a catenary of a single-track system. The
representation of the conductors of the same group can be reduced to one conductor
by assuming that each conductor group has the same voltage. Furthermore, the current
of the equivalent conductor for each group is equal to the sum of the currents of the
physical conductors [159]. Figure 3.5 presents a simplified conductor distribution.
Figure 3.5 Simplified conductors distribution.
To implement TLT the BTs connected between the equivalent positive and return
conductors must be considered. As mentioned above, the primary side of the BT is
connected to the positive conductor and the secondary side is connected to the return
conductor. The BT has a leakage flux at both of its windings that give leakage reactance
X1 and X2. Furthermore, the windings possess resistances R1 and R2 as shown in Figure
3.6.
Figure 3.6 Equivalent Circuit of the BT.
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The impedance at the primary and secondary windings can be represented by
Z1 = R1 +X1. (3.1)
Z2 = R2 +X2. (3.2)
To simplify the equivalent circuit of the BT, the secondary side parameters can be
referred to the primary side using the following equation:
Z̀2 = Z2 ×n2, (3.3)
where n is the ratio between the number of winding on the primary and secondary sides,
which is equal to unity, as the BT is a 1:1 ratio transformer.
The exiting current I0 , which is drawn by X0 and R0, is very small and thus the
excitation of this parallel circuit, X0 and R0, can be neglected. This means that the
impedance of the primary side can be defined by the following equation:
Zeq = Z1 + Z̀2. (3.4)
Thus, the equivalent circuit of the BT becomes that shown in Figure 3.6:
Figure 3.7 Simplified BT equivalent circuit.
The Zeq of the BT is in series with the contact wire so it can be added to the
contact wire impedance. Taking into consideration that trains can be represented by
an impedance model [161] and assuming that only one train is fed by a substation, the
equivalent circuit of this system can be simplified to the following:
Figure 3.8 Feeding system equivalent circuit with one substation and one train.
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Applying TLT to the OLE, where the OLE is represented by a distributed network,
which is a per-length-unit network, using four parameters: resistance (R), inductance
(L), capacitance (C) and conductance (G) as follows:
Figure 3.9 Transmission line per length unit network.
This network can be represented by a two-port network which is fully explained in
the following subsection.
3.2.2 Two-port Network Model
This section studies the transfer function of the OLE channel by implementing the
ABCD matrix based on theoretical considerations.
The ABCD matrix model is widely used in PLC technology to represent the CTF of
a two-port network [57]. The main idea here is to apply TLT to the two-port network
to define the relation between output and input values. Figure 3.10 shows a two-port
network connecting a voltage source with a load.
Figure 3.10 A two-port network connected to a voltage source and a load.
The lumped network shown in Figure 3.9 where the values of the primary parameters
R, L, C and G of the OLE are lumped can be represented by a two-port network as: by
a two-port network as following:
Figure 3.11 A two-port network for a lumped network.
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The relation between the output and the input values for this two-port network is
straightforward and generally expressed by:
VS = A×VL +B× IL, (3.5)
IS =C×VL +D× IL, (3.6)
where VS, IS are the voltage and current supplied by the source, respectively and VL, IL
are the received voltage and current . A, B, C, and D aare the transmission parameters.
These are constants and are used to analyse and study the performance of the electrical
networks, and the output of the transmission networks. For simplicity, Equations (3.5)































The ABCD matrix is based on the characteristics of the OLE as characterized by
their propagation factor (γ) and characteristic impedance (Zc) [57]. However, per unit-
length calculations/measurements of R, L, C and G for the OLE are needed to calculate
these two factors. The two secondary constants γ and Zc of the OLE can be expressed








(R+ jωL)(G+ jωC). (3.11)
The effective resistance of the OLE is the resistance R for length l and cross-section
area A of the conductor, and is equal to the direct-current resistance (Rdc) which can be
calculated as:
Rdc = ρl/A, (3.12)
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where ρ is the resistivity of the conductor material.
The per-unit-length of the OLE inductance (H/m) is a combination of internal and
external inductances. The former is due to internal flux linkages and the latter is caused
by external linkages and is given by:






















where µ is the permittivity of the conductor, d is the distance between the conductors
and r is the radius of the conductor.







where ε0 represents free space permittivity and εr the relative permittivity of the
medium.
As the parallel leakage of current is so small, the per unit length conductance (S/m)
can be neglected. However, the shunt conductance G is given by:
G = Aδ/l, (3.18)
where δ is the conductivity of the material.
However, the geometric mean distance (GMD) and geometric mean radius (GMR)
of an irregular conductor are important for calculation of the primary parameters R, L,
C and G [162].
The ABCD matrix for a known transmission line length l, characteristic impedance
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Substituting the values o A,B, C and D values from Equation (3.19) into Equation
(3.8), the CTF of the OLE can be easily calculated.
The length of the transmission line changes according to the train’s position. It
increases if the train moves away from the substation and decreases when the train
moves towards the substation. Therefore, equations that consider the movement of the
train are needed to update the length of the transmission line by updating the position
of the train in the model. The following equations are used in this model to update the





v f = vi +a×dt, (3.21)
a =
v f − vi
t
, (3.22)





where vi and v f are the initial and final speeds of the train, a is the acceleration factor,
dt represents the time-step, t denotes the duration of the acceleration, li and l f are
lengths of the transmission line before and after the update.
3.2.3 Analytical results
This section presents simulation results of the CTF of the proposed OLE.
Figure 3.12 Sections A and B of the railway under considerations.
Different channel scenarios are included in this study of the CTF of the OLE to
explore the effects of different channel parameters (channel length and transmission
frequency) on transmission performance. It is assumed that a railway substation feeds
two railway sections A and B. The transmitter device, installed at the substation, sends
data to both sections with one train moving in each section as shown in Figure 3.12.
The length of the OLE channel is defined as the distance between the transmitter which
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is placed at the substation and the receivers which are installed on the trains. The length
of each channel changes according to the movement of the train. The entire length of
each railway section is 25 km. Frequencies from 1 to 30 MHz are considered in this
analysis.
The start is with the train that moves within section A shown in Figure 3.12. It is
assumed that this train moves away from the railway substation as appears in Figure
3.13. The train is moving with steady velocity of 80 km/h then after 15 minutes it
decelerates to a standstill in 5 minutes. Movement equations are used to calculate the
train acceleration and to update the train position which represents the length of the
channel.
Figure 3.13 Speed line-graph of section A train.
In the second scenario, shown in Figure 3.14, the other train moves towards the
substation in section B of the railway. It is assumed that this train begins from rest and
accelerates to 80 km/h in five minutes, it continues at 80 km/h for ten minutes and then
decelerates from 80 km/h to rest in 5 minutes. The duration of travel for both trains is
20 minutes. The train speed and position were updated every 0.25 second, i.e. dt = 0.25
s, in the movement equations.
Figure 3.14 Speed line-graph of section B train.
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Figure 3.15 shows a 3D surface of the channel response, H, of section A of the OLE
shown in Figure 3.12 as a function of length, l, and frequency, f . In communication
systems, it is known that the higher frequency corresponds to the higher attenuation and
the attenuation is inversely proportional with distance. It can be seen from this figure
that both increasing length of OLE and increasing frequency have a negative impact on
the transmission, H increasing in value. This would prove that the ABCD model which
was developed in this section can be used to represent the CTF of the OLE system.
As would be expected, the transmission is less attenuated at lower frequencies and
shorter distances. For example, the signal is attenuated by almost -12 dB at frequency
of 10 MHz and distance of 10 km from the station, whereas there is nearly -25 dB of
attenuation at 20 MHz and same distance from the data source.
Figure 3.15 A 3D surface plot for the channel response as a function of frequency and
line length.
It is also clear that the point of greatest attenuation -150 dB is for maximum
frequency and greatest distance, 30 MHz and 25 km, respectively. In accordance to
[163] , the attenuation constant for GSM signal propagate from base stations can be
from 6.68 dB/km-to-17.8 dB/km. However, the attenuation constant for the OLE in this
figure, when the operating frequency is 30 MHz, is about 6.5 dB/km.
To illustrate the nature of the OLE channel, the channel response is shown as a
function of the train travel time, for different speeds in Figure 3.16. It can be clearly
seen from this figure that the attenuation of the transmitted signal increases with train
travel time, but not linearly. For example, when the speed of the train is 50 km/h, the
signal attenuation is -30 dB after 10 minutes, but is -110 dB after 30 minutes.
It also can be seen that the higher the train speed the higher the attenuation of the
transmission. For instance, after 20 minutes of the train travelling time, the signal is
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attenuated by about -60, -54, and -50 dB for speeds 60, 50, and 40 km/h, respectively.
However, the overall trend is for attenuation to increase towards the higher speeds and
longer travelling time.















Figure 3.16 Channel transfer function with respect to time, for trains travelling at
different speeds.

















Figure 3.17 Channel response versus distance for three different frequencies.
Figure 3.17 shows the channel response of the OLE of section A as a function of the
distance of the train for different values of frequency. It is clear that the attenuation of
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the transmission increases the further the train is from the substation for all frequencies.
For example, at operating frequency of 10 MHz, the attenuation is almost -25 dB when
the train is 2 km from the substation and -60 dB when the train is 10 km for the same
frequency. By looking at the three curves for the frequencies, we see that the lower the
frequency the lower the attenuation. To illustrate this, when the train is 12 km from
the transmitter, the signals are attenuated by approximately -100, -80, and -60 dB at
operating frequencies 30, 20, and 10 MHz, respectively.
The channel response of section B of the railway is plotted versus OLE length
for different frequencies in Figure 3.18. As anticipated, it can be seen that the signal
strength increased when the train moved towards the substation. On the other hand, the
transmission is highly attenuated at the beginning of the train movement when the train
is far from the transmitter. For instance, at 20 MHz, the greatest signal attenuation is
-118 dB, which occurs at the furthest distance of the train from substation and is only
-10 dB when the train reaches the substation. The overall trend is for attenuation to


















Figure 3.18 CTF of the OLE of section B with distance from source and frequency.
3.3 OFDM Transmission over OLE
A severe deterioration can easily occur in communication performance due to the
frequency-selective channel of the PLC system and the presence of impulsive noise.
Multi-carrier communications, such as OFDM, can be used for such a channel since
it provides crucial advantages in tackling both frequency-selective fading and noise
[69, 71, 72]. OFDM technology uses a large number of carriers, each one carries a
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low bit rate of data, this means the OFDM is a convenient technique that can be used
to reduce multipath effects, selective fading and interference as well providing a high
degree of spectral efficiency [164]. Thus, a simulation of OFDM transmission over
OLE is presented in this section. For performance evaluation, MATLAB simulation
was used to implement the model of the OFDM-based OLE system and to compute the
capacity and BER of the OFDM-based OLE system.
3.3.1 System Design
In the proposed OFDM transmission over the OLE channel, a high-speed serial bit
stream is split into a number of parallel bit streams each at a lower rate. These streams
are carried in multiple orthogonal sub-carriers by means of the Inverse Discrete Fourier
Transform (IDFT). However, the OFDM process was performed after the data was
modulated using a two-phase modulation scheme, Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)
which provided the input data stream to the OFDM. A serial-to-parallel converter (SPC)
was applied at this point to convert the complex serial numbers into parallel data and
the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) transformed the date into the time domain.
At this stage, a cyclic prefix (CP) was inserted in every block of data to protect the
OFDM signals from inter-symbol interference and the data was reformed in a serial
fashion using a parallel-to-serial converter (PSC). A digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
was used to transform the time-domain digital data to time-domain analog data. The
output of the DAC was a baseband OFDM signal which was ready to be sent through
the OLE channel. Figure 3.19 shows a simple sketch diagram of the process to the
OFDM transceiver.
Figure 3.19 Sketch diagram of OFDM process.
The transmitted signal was convolved with one of the time-domain transfer functions
of the derived OLE model. Then random noise which was a combination of impulsive
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noise (ni) and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), (ng). The transmitted signal
was recreated at the OFDM receiver by first passing the received signal through an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to be converted into the digital domain. An SPC
was used at this point to reformat the received vector into OFDM symbols. After that
the CP, which was appended at the start of every OFDM symbol, was removed. Then
a fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used by the OFDM demodulator to produce the
frequency-domain signal. At this stage, to tackle the distortion incurred by the signal
transmitted through the OLE channel, the frequency-domain transfer function of the
derived OLE model was used for the equalization process. In the following, the parallel
received signals were converted to serial data using the PSC. Finally, the signals were
demodulated by BPSK demodulation and system performance was measured in terms
of capacity and BER. A complete block diagram of the proposed OFDM-based OLE
system is shown in Figure 3.20.
Figure 3.20 Block diagram of the proposed OFDM-based OLE system.
3.3.2 Simulation Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the system shown in Figure 3.20, MATLAB
simulation was used to implement the model of the designed system and to analyse the
capacity and BER of the proposed system. The following parameters were used for the
proposed OFDM system design: the length of the FFT is 64, the number of sub-carriers
is 52, the number of bits per OFDM symbol is 52 and the size of CP samples is 12.
The channel response presented in Figure 3.15, which considers the first scenario of
the train movement, see Section 3.2.3, is considered for the proposed OFDM system to
represent the effect of the OLE channel on the transmitted signal.
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3.3.2.1 Bit Error Rate
A MATLAB function is used at the receiver to compare the input data with the final
output and to plot the BER graph. Figures 3.21 and 3.22 illustrate the performance
analysis of the simulated OFDM-based OLE system in terms of BER as a function
of SNR. Different OLE channel bandwidths are considered to ascertain the effect
of channel bandwidth on the performance of the system. It is noticeable from both
figures that as the SNR increases, the BER of the proposed OFDM-based OLE system
decreases for all channel bandwidths. For example, in Figure 3.21, the BER decreases
from almost 10−0.6 to 10−2 if the SNR increases from 0 to 35 dB when the bandwidth
of the OLE channel is 10 MHz. This also applies to the other curves with different
channel bandwidths.
It is also observed that, for the same SNR value, the system with higher channel
bandwidth has greater BER value compared to that with lower bandwidth. For instance,
in Figure 3.22, at a SNR of 30 dB, the values of BER are 0.26, 0.36, and 0.45 for
channel bandwidths 20, 25, and 30 MHz, respectively. It is clear from both figures that
the system with bandwidth 30 MHz has the highest BER and the system with 5 MHz
has the lowest BER for a given SNR value.











Figure 3.21 BER versus SNR per bit for 5, 10, and 15 MHz OLE channel bandwidths.
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Figure 3.22 BER versus SNR for 20, 25, and 30 MHz of OLE channel bandwidths.
3.3.2.2 Capacity
The performance of the simulated OFDM-based OLE system is illustrated in Figures
3.23 and 3.24 in terms of achievable data rates computed at the receiver of the simulated
system. In both figures, the capacity of the proposed system, measured in Bits/s/Hz, is
plotted versus the SNR. Values of the OLE channel bandwidths considered are 5, 10,
and 15 MHz, in Figure 3.23 and 20, 25, and 30 MHz in Figure 3.24.


























Figure 3.23 Average capacity in Bit/s/Hz versus SNR for 5, 10, and 15 MHz of OLE
channel bandwidths.
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Figure 3.24 Average capacity in Bit/s/Hz versus SNR for 20, 25, and 30 MHz of OLE
channel bandwidths.
The plots in Figures 3.23 and 3.24 clearly show that the greater the SNR, the better
the achievable data rate of the simulated OLE system. For example, in Figure 3.23 at
10 MHz, the achieved data rate of the proposed OLE system increases from almost 0.5
to 3.5 Bits/s/Hz when the SNR rises from 0 to 35 dB. It is seen in both figures that the
achievable data rate per s/Hz for the systems with lower OLE channel bandwidths is
better than those with higher bandwidths. For instance, in Figure 3.24 we can see that at
a SNR of 5 dB, the achievable data rates are 0.2, 0.35, and 0.5 Bits/s/Hz for the systems
with channel bandwidths 30, 25, and 20 MHz, respectively. However, this is when the
data rate is calculated per s/Hz, though the entire bandwidth should be considered when
calculating the achieved bits per second. For example, when the SNR is 30 dB, the
average capacity is 30 Mb/s for the channel bandwidth 30 MHz.
3.3.2.3 BER and Capacity Comparisons between Indoor PLC and OLE
Performance comparisons between broadband indoor PLC and the simulated OLE
systems in terms of BER and average capacity are presented in Figures 3.25 and 3.26.
The ABCD channel model which was provided in [57] to represent the CTF of the in-
building PLC system is considered here to represent the effect of the indoor PLC channel
on the transmitted signal. In-building PLC and OLE channel frequency responses and
noise models in the 1–30 MHz range are considered. An SNR range from 0-to-35 dB is
used in both performance comparisons.
The BERs of both systems are plotted against the given SNR values in Figure 3.25.
It is clear from this figure that as the value of SNR increases, the BER of both systems
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decreases. It is also observed that the proposed indoor PLC has less BER than that of
the simulated OFDM-based OLE system for all given SNR values. For example, for
SNR of 30 dB, the BER for the PLC and OLE are, respectively, 10−1 and 10−0.7.









Figure 3.25 BER versus SNR for OLE and indoor PLC.





















Figure 3.26 Average capacity versus SNR for OLE and indoor PLC.
In figure 3.26, the achievable average capacity of both systems are plotted as
functions of SNR. It is noticeable that the performance of both systems improves as the
SNR value increases. However, the achievable data rate of the indoor PLC is higher
than that of the OLE.
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It is observed from both figures that the performance of the indoor PLC system is
better than the OLE, this is due to nature and the parameters of the OLE channel which
make it a harsher transmitting medium. By looking at both figures one can notice that
the BER and capacity curves of indoor PLC and OLE systems have the same pattern
which would prove that the ABCD model can be used to represent the CTF of the OLE
system.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, a two-port network model was developed to characterize the transfer
function of the OLE channel. The equivalent circuit of a simplified BT electrifica-
tion system was derived. Dynamic equations of motion were used to determine the
position of the train under constant acceleration and deceleration. A simulation of an
OFDM-based OLE system was also presented in this chapter. The results showed that
the strength of the signal is negatively affected by the speed and distance travelled
by the train, frequency, and length of the OLE. It was also revealed that, when the
operating frequency is 30 MHz, the attenuation constant is almost Compared to the
6.5 dB/km. These results are promising compared to the signal attenuation in wireless
communication systems.
It was also found that the performance of the OFDM-based OLE system improves
when the SNR value increases. However, the achieved data rates from the simulated
OFDM-based OLE system is promising for the given bandwidths and the given ranges
of the SNR. For instance, it was shown that data rate is 30 Mb/s when the OLE
channel bandwidth is 30 MHz and the SNR is 30 dB. Based on these results, the OLE
system can be used as a communication medium between public networks and in-train
communication systems.
The following chapters discuss how the received signal from the OLE system can
be effectively distributed inside the train and between the train coaches.
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Performance Analysis of Relay-Based
Hybrid Communication Systems
The previous chapter investigated the possibility of using the OLE system as a commu-
nication medium between public networks and in-train communication systems. This
chapter presents a comprehensive performance analysis of different in-train cooperative
communication systems with amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF)
relays. The performance of the proposed in-train hybrid systems is evaluated in terms
of the average capacity and the outage probability. By exploiting known statistical
properties of the channels of the proposed network systems the relative capacity and
the outage probability are assessed. The results confirmed that the performance of
the proposed hybrid system is affected by changes in: source power, source-to-relay
distance, the transmit power relay, the height of the light source above the work plane,
and the gain of the relay. A performance comparison was conducted between AF-based
and DF-based PLC/VLC systems. The outcomes of the comparison showed that the
performance of a cooperative PLC/VLC system with DF relay was better than that of
the AF-based system.
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4.1 Introduction
Exploiting pre-installed infrastructures of wired networks in buildings, vehicles, and
utility grids makes power line communication (PLC) a competitive means of broad-
band communication in indoor applications. However, integrating PLC with other
communication systems, such as visible light communication (VLC) or with wireless
communication systems, to ensure more reliable transmission and better mobility to
end users is being considered by many researchers [122, 113, 114, 116]. Thanks to its
cost-efficiency and low-complexity of implementation VLC technology is predicted
to be a useful last-mile solution for indoor applications including in-train applications.
Hybrid PLC/VLC can provide advantages in terms of capacity, security and data rate
improvement [165, 117, 166, 114].
Recently, the adoption of other communication technologies for hybrid systems has
motivated many researchers to implement different relaying protocols to further enhance
the communication systems’ performance [115, 99, 167, 131, 132], the most common
of which remain the half-duplex/full-duplex DF and AF relaying protocols. The former
decodes the received signal and re-encodes it before forwarding it to the intended
destination, the received signal at the AF relay is amplified and then re-transmitted to
its destination [130]. Other relay protocols over PLC channels recently studied have
included incremental DF and selective DF relaying, see e.g., [128, 168, 140]. While
the capacity achieved by the full-duplex relaying protocol can be as twice that of the
half-duplex, the practical implementation of the former is more difficult due to the
considerable amount of self-interference.
In this chapter, a comprehensive performance analysis of a cooperative PLC/VLC
system in the presence of AF and DF relays is presented. The performance of the
proposed hybrid systems is evaluated in terms of the average capacity and outage
probability using mathematical techniques developed for determining capacity and
outage probability based on the statistical properties of the channels of the proposed
systems. Formulating the overall capacity and outage probability of the proposed
systems offers the opportunity to study the performance of in-train cascade systems
and to examine the effect of the different system parameters such as relay location and
relay-to-destination distance on the performance of the proposed systems. The outage
probability is defined as the probability that the instantaneous SNR of system is less
than a certain threshold value.
4.2 System Model
This section presents a proposed model for the hybrid PLC/VLC system in the presence
of AF/DF relays. The system model under consideration is shown in Figure 4.1 where
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Figure 4.1 System model for the hybrid PLC/VLC network for in-train communication
applications.
the data that are delivered from the wayside by the OLE system is initially connected
to the PLC link. In the case of the AF-based PLC/VL system, the data sent by the
source node through the PLC link is amplified by the AF relay and then retransmitted
to the destination through the VLC link. While in the DF-based PLC/VLC system,
the DF relay receives the data from the source node via the PLC link. The data is
then decoded and re-transmitted by the DF relay to the end user through the VLC
link. The complex channel gains hP and hv represent the source-to-relay channel gain,
(i.e., the PLC link) and the channel gain of the VLC link (i.e., the relay-to-destination
channel), respectively. Both channels are assumed to be independent and identically
distributed. The amplitude of the channel coefficients of the PLC channel is log-normal
[169]. Although, the down-link transmission of the VLC link consists of line-of-sight
(LoS) and non- line-of-sight (NLoS) components, the LoS link only is considered in
this study as it represents more than 90% of the total received signal [170]. The LED is
located on the ceiling of the train coaches with a vertical distance to the user plane L
and Euclidean distance to the destination dk. The VLC channel is subjected to a random
distribution which is affected by the uniform distribution of the users’ location [170].
Because of the nature of the network structure adopted here, it is logical to assume that
there is no direct link between the source and destination nodes. It is worth mentioning,
for simplicity and without loss of generality, that noise over the two links is assumed to
be AWGN.
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4.3 Performance of Power-Line/Visible-Light Commu-
nication Systems
4.3.1 Performance analysis of AF-Based PLC/VLC System
Analytical expressions of the average capacity and outage probability of the hybrid
PLC/VLC system in presence of AF relay are derived in this subsection.
4.3.1.1 Average Capacity
The average capacity of a communication system can be defined as the maximum data
rate that can be achieved over the channel of the system within a certain bandwidth,
considering the noise effect. However, for the proposed system, the whole communica-
tion process is divided into two phases. The signal received during the first segment at




where Ps represents the source transmit power, d1 is the source-to-relay distance which
represents the length of the PLC link, s is the information signal with E[s] =1, nr is
the noise at the relay which is assumed to be complex Gaussian with zero mean and
variance σ2r , and α is the PLC channel attenuation factor and is given by α = a0+a1 f
k,
where a0 and a1 are constants determined by measurement, f is the system operating
frequency and k denotes the exponent of the attenuation factor.
The received signal at the VLC user can be described by the following formula







where G is the relay gain, Pr is the relay transmit power and nd represents the destination
noise with zero mean and variance σ2d .
Using Equation (4.2), and grouping the information signal and noise signal terms,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at destination can be written as:
γAF =
G2PrPse−2αd1 |hP|2 |hv|2
G2Pr |hv|2 σ2r +σ2d
. (4.3)




E [log(1+ γ)] , (4.4)
where γAF is the SNR at the destination and the factor 12 is due to the fact that communi-
cation between the transmitter and receiver is performed in two stages.
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To make the analysis easier to follow, the following substitutions is used A =
Pse−αd1 |hP|2, b = σ2r and C =
σ2d
PrG2|hv|2



















where the superscript H denotes the hybrid system. According to [171, Eq (5)], for any














where Mu(z) and Mv(z) denote the moment generation functions (MGFs) of the random
















where MA(z) denotes the MGF of the random variable A given by:
MA(z) = M|hP|2Pse
−2αd1, (4.10)
and MC+b(z) is the MGF of C+b.
As previously mentioned, the PLC channel is affected by log-normal fading and















where Hxn and xn represent the weight factors and zeros respectively of the Np order
Hermite polynomial. By using this for |hP|2 with parameters (2µhP,4σ2hP), the MGF of
A can be expressed as
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On the other hand, considering the random distribution mentioned above for the
VLC link and the Lambertian radiation pattern for LED light emission, the VLC channel





where Ad is the detection area of the detector, dk =
√
r2k +L
2, U (ΨK) represents the
optical filter gain, g(ΨK) denotes the optical concentration gain, the responsivity of
the photo-detector is represented by Rp, φ is the total angle of the LED, cosmk(φ) =
cos(ΨK) = L√r2k+L2






where φ/2 denotes the semi-angle of the LED, see Figure 4.1.
To simplify our analysis, let us assume that Q = 12π AdU (ΨK)g(ΨK)Rp. In light of














The PDF of the un-ordered channel gain of the VLC link can be resolved using the




















where r is the maximum cell radius of the LOS.
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In order to obtain the MGF for C+b, we have to find the PDF of 1
|hv|2





Using the change-of-variable method the PDF of 1
|hv|2













By using Equation (4.20) the MGF of 1
|hv|2

















































































The outage probability is simply defined as the probability that the instantaneous
capacity C of a communication system is less than the required threshold Rth of the
information rate, and it is given as:
Poutage = Pr [C < Rth] . (4.24)
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The end-to-end outage probability for the proposed system can be written as:
PAFoutage = Pr{γAF < Rth} . (4.25)











To make the analysis easier to follow, use the following substitutions k1 =G2PrPse−2αd1 ,
k2 = G2Prσ2r and k3 = σ
2

























































where fh2P(.) is the PDF of the first link (i.e., the PLC channel). The probability in the
second part of the second integral is the Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of h2v( i.e.,
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Hermite–Gauss quadrature is used to obtain an accurate approximation for Equation
(4.31). Finally, by substituting Equations (4.31) and (4.32) into Equation (4.30), the
outage probability of the proposed system can be determined.
4.3.1.3 Numerical Results
This subsection presents some numerical results of the derived expressions with Monte
Carlo simulations. Monte Carlo simulation is a model widely used to predict the proba-
bility of different outcomes when deadline with random variables which is common
when studying in communication channel fading. The system parameters which are
considered in our evaluations are, unless indicated otherwise, as in Table 4.1. These
parameters represent practical PLC and VLC environments [140, 99].
Table 4.1 Parameters of the hybrid PLC/VLC system.
Parameter Value
Operating frequency 500 kHz
















To demonstrate the impact of the source-to-relay distance on the system performance,
the average capacity is plotted in Figure 4.2 which shows that the average capacity of
the system significantly improves when the relay gain increases and this justifies the
use of a relay in the system. As seen in the figure, the average capacity is low when the
relay gain is 0 dB compared to its values for higher gains. It is clear that the system
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becomes more efficient when the relay gain increases and the vertical distance between
the relay and the user plane decreases.



























Figure 4.2 Average capacity with respect to the vertical distance to the user plane for
three values of relay gain.



























Figure 4.3 Average capacity versus input power for different values of source-relay
distance.
To demonstrate the impact of the source-to-relay distance on the system performance,
the average capacity is plotted in Figure 4.3 versus input power for different link lengths.
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It is obvious that there is a near-perfect agreement between the simulated and the
analytical results, obtained from Equation (4.9). It is also clear that the capacity
improves as the input power increases. On the other hand, a performance degradation
can be clearly seen when the distance between the source and relay increases.
Outage Probability
The calculated outage probability of the proposed system is presented in Figures
4.4 and 4.5. The outage probability is plotted versus the vertical LED distance to the
user plane for different values of the AF relay gain in Figure 4.4. It can be seen that the
relay gain has a positive effect on the performance of the system under consideration,
the outage probability increases when the relay gain decreases. On the other hand,
the height of the LED has a negative impact on the system performance as the outage
probability becomes higher when the vertical distance increases.
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Figure 4.4 Outage probability versus VLC link length for different values of relay gain.
In Figure 4.5 the outage probability of the AF-relay based PLC/VLC system is
plotted with respect to the threshold for different values of the relay transmit power.
Looking at the figure, it is clear that the outage probability lessens as the relay transmit
power increases. However, the outage probability increases with increase in threshold
value. A closer look at Figures 4.4 and 4.5, shows that both relay gain and transmit
power can significantly enhance the performance of the proposed system.
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Figure 4.5 Outage probability with respect to threshold for different values of relay
transmit power.
4.3.2 Performance analysis of DF-Based PLC/VLC System
In this subsection, analytical expressions of the average capacity and outage probability
of the hybrid PLC/VLC system in the presence of a DF relay are derived.
4.3.2.1 Average Capacity
As with the AF-based system, communication over the DF-based PLAC/VLC system
is divided into two phases. In the first, the signal is sent to the DF relay through the
PLC link, then it is decoded and forwarded by the DF relay through the VLC link to its
destination. The instantaneous capacity of this hybrid system is given by:
C = min(CPLC,CV LC), (4.33)
where CPLC and CV LC are the instantaneous capacities of the PLC and VLC links.
Thus, the capacity of each link should be derived to find the overall capacity. The
start is with the PLC link which connects the transmitter with the DF relay and acts as a




The SNR at the DF relay can be written as:
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log2 (1+ γr) fγ(γr)dγ, (4.36)

















mite–Gauss quadrature is used to obtain an accurate approximation for Equation (4.36).
It is assumed:
x =
ζ ln(γ)−2µ +ζ ln(am)
8σ2
. (4.38)























Now the calculation of the average capacity of the VLC link. The received signal at
the VLC user can be expressed as:
yd (t) = s2(t)hv
√
Pr +nd, (4.42)
where s2(t) is the information signal with E[s]=1, Pr is the relay transmit power and nd
represents the destination noise with zero mean and variance σ2d .
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log2 (1+ γd) fγ(γd)dγ, (4.44)

































































































The outage probability, Ooutage is given as:
Ooutage = Pr [C < Rth] . (4.48)
The end-to-end outage probability for the proposed system can be written as:




OV LCout , (4.49)
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where OPLCout is outage probability of the first segment (PLC link) and O
V LC
out is the outage
probability of the second segment (VLC link).
The CDF of each link represents the outage probability of that link. Therefore, the































The total outage probability of the DF-based PLC/VLC can be found by substituting
Equations (4.50) and (4.51) into Equation (4.49).
4.3.2.3 Numerical Results
This sub-subsection presents some of the numerical results of the analytical expressions
of both average capacity and outage probability of the cooperative DF-based PLC/VLC
system. The analytical results of these expressions are validated with Monte Carlo
simulations. The system parameters which are considered in our evaluations are, unless
indicated otherwise, as in Table 4.1.
Average Capacity
The effect of different system parameters on the average capacity of the hybrid
PLC/VLC system is assessed in this sub-section. For example, in Figure 4.6, the average
capacity is plotted with respect to the source-to-relay distance for different values of
source power. This is to demonstrate the impact of both the length of PLC link (distance
from source to relay) and the source transmit power on the performance of the system.
The results confirmed the previous studies as they showed that the performance of the
system is inversely proportional with distance and the system performs better when the
relay transmit power increases. It is clear from this figure that the hybrid PLC/VLC
system performs better with shorter source-to-relay distances (PLC link length) than
longer distances. The figure also shows that the source transmit power has a positive
effect on system performance.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the effect of relay transmit power and vertical distance of the
LED from the working plane, on the performance (average capacity) of the DF-based
PLC/VLC system. It is noticeable from this figure that the average capacity of the
system noticeably improves when the relay transmit power increases. It also shows that
increasing the vertical distance between relay and user plane has a negative impact on
the performance of the system, the average capacity of the system degrades when the
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vertical height of the LED increases. However, it is clear from both Figures 4.6 and 4.7
that there is near-perfect agreement between the simulated and the analytical results,
obtained from Equation (4.33).
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Figure 4.6 Average capacity with respect to source-to-relay distance for different values
of source transmit power.
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Figure 4.7 Average capacity versus relay transmit power for three values of the vertical
height of the LED.
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Outage Probability
The outage probability of the proposed DF-based PLC/VLC system is presented
in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Figure 4.8 illustrates the outage probability of the system with
source-to-relay distance for three values of source transmit power, 1, 5 and 10 W. It is
noticeable that the proposed system has lower outage probability for higher values of
the source transmit power. However, the outage probability increases with increase of
distance between source and relay. For example, the outage probability of the system is
less than 0.2 when the PLC link length is less than 3 m for all three transmit powers, but
is greater than 0.7 for all three transmit powers when source-to-relay distance is more
than 7 m.

























Figure 4.8 Outage probability with source-to-relay distance for three values of relay
transmit power.
In Figure 4.9, to show the effect of height of the LED above the working plane on
the system performance, the outage probability is plotted with respect to the threshold
for three different values of LED height. As it can be seen, the vertical distance has a
negative impact on the performance of the proposed system. The outage probability
increases as the vertical height of the LED increases. It is also shown that the threshold
values can considerably degrade the performance of the system, outage probability
increases as the threshold value increases. It is worth mentioning that one of the
important achievements of this chapter is that there were near-perfect agreements
between the analytical results and the simulation ones which would prove the accuracy
of derived expressions.
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Figure 4.9 Outage probability versus the threshold value for three values of vertical
distance of LED from user plane..
4.3.3 Performance comparison between AF-Based and DF-Based
PLC/VLC Systems
In this subsection, a comparison in the performance of the AF-based PLC/VLC and
DF-based PLC/VLC is presented by comparing the average capacity and the outage
probability of each system with the other. The system parameters which are considered
in this comparison are, unless indicated otherwise, as in Table 4.1. However, the gain of
the AF relay is taken as 0dB. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the comparative performances
of both systems.
The results of the performance comparison confirmed that the DF-based cooperative
system outperforms the AF-based one. This can easily be explained, with the AF-based
system the relay amplifies the received signal then forwards it through the second link.
This causes amplification of the noise and thus reduces the signal-to-noise ratio, which
leads to a noticeable performance degradation. On the other hand, in the DF-based
system, the relay decodes the received signal before forwarding it to the destination
node. In Figure 4.10 the average capacity of both systems is plotted with respect to
the source power. It is clear from this figure that the average capacity of the DF-based
system is greater than that of the AF-based system for all values of source power. For
additional performance analysis, the outage probability of AF-based and DF-based
systems are presented against source-to-relay distance in Figure 4.11. It is obvious that
the performance of the system with the DF relay is better than that of the system with
AF.
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Figure 4.10 Average capacity for AF and DF based systems with respect to source
transmit power for different values of PLC link length

























Figure 4.11 Outage probability for AF and DF based systems with respect to threshold
for different values of vertical distance to user plane.
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4.4 Summary
Relay-based cooperative communication systems are used to increase the coverage
range and the channel capacity, which in turns enhances the performance. In this
thesis, the hybrid system is not only implemented to improve the performance but to
connect the VLC systems with the source of the information as VLC systems cannot be
connected to it directly. In this chapter, the performance of the proposed in-train hybrid
PLC/VLC system was discussed in terms of average capacity and outage probability
with DF and AF relay protocols. Analytical expressions for these performance metrics
were derived and then verified by Monte Carlo simulations. The effects of several
system parameters were investigated. The results confirmed that the performance of
the proposed hybrid system is affected by changes in: source power, source-to-relay
distance, the transmit power relay, the height of the light source above the work plane,
and the gain of the relay.
The results showed that increasing the gain of the AF relay has a positive effect on
the performance of the AF-based system. The performance of both AF and DF systems
is also affected by the vertical distance between the LED and the user plane. It was
confirmed that increasing the source-to-relay distance negatively affected performance.
It was also demonstrated that increasing both source and relay transmit power can
significantly enhance the performance of a relay-based hybrid system. A performance
comparison was conducted between AF-based and DF-based PLC/VLC systems. The
outcomes of the comparison showed that the performance of a cooperative PLC/VLC
system with DF relay was better than that of the AF-based system. However, it is worth
pointing out that implementing relays with communication systems can considerably
enhance the performance and reliability, but the system will consume more power.
Power consumption of the entire system is discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3 discussed the OLE system as communication medium between public net-
works and in-train communication systems (i.e., PLC and VLC). Chapter 4 Chapter
4 discussed the performance of in-train PLC/VLC systems in the presence of relays
between both links. However, it was pointed out that implementing relays with com-
munication systems can increase the overall energy consumption of the system. Thus,
this chapter investigates the performance of relay-based VLC systems, as a last-metre
access technology of in-train applications, in terms of outage probability and energy
consumption. Accurate analytical expressions for the overall outage probability and
energy-per-bit consumption of the proposed system configurations, including single-hop
and multi-hop approaches are derived.
It was shown that the SDF and IDF protocols have superiority over the single-
hop and multi-hop DF approaches in terms of outage probability and energy efficiency.
However, the IDF configuration has the best energy consumption performance compared
to the other VLC system configurations which were considered in this work. The
analyses also revealed that increasing the relay number on the network can dramatically
improve the outage probability of the system but it contributes more to the energy
consumption; thus, the system is less energy efficient.
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5.1 Introduction
Visible light communication (VLC) access technology, which uses light-producing
devices for the dual purpose of lighting and data transmission, can complement radio
frequency (RF) technology as a last-metre indoor application. This technology can
provide network access in offices, homes, trains, shopping centres, etc. [173–176].
Despite the advantages, connectivity disruption during the movement of the end-user is
a major challenge to VLC technology. This is because the short cell size of VLC links
requires frequent handovers between VLC cells. Furthermore, light interference caused
by the overlapping of neighboring LEDs in the VLC environment can negatively affect
transmission over a VLC network [14, 177, 94]. Transmission failure can also happen
due to shadowing, caused by moving objects, blocking VLC links.
For better reliability and greater coverage, different light sources in in-train envi-
ronments, such as ceiling and wall lights could be deployed as relay nodes to provide
better mobility to end users [16, 178, 179]. Different relaying protocols, generally
categorized into cooperative and non-cooperative, are often used in communication
systems to ensure high performance and reliability. These protocols include amplify
and-forward (AF), compress-and-forward (CF), decode-and-forward (DF), selective DF
(SDF), and incremental DF (IDF) relaying protocols. However, increasing the number
of VLC modems increases the total power consumption of the entire system.
This chapter studies the outage probability and energy per bit consumption perfor-
mance of a half-duplex (HD) conventional DF relay system and cooperative systems
(SDF and IDF) over VLC channels. The single-hop scenario is also considered and in-
vestigated as a benchmark against which to compare the cooperative systems. Accurate
analytical expressions for the overall outage probability and energy-per-bit consumption
of the proposed system configurations, including single-hop and multi-hop approaches
are derived. This chapter also measures and studies the effect of number of relays
on the network, source power, and vertical distance of the VLC environment, on the
performance of the system. Monte Carlo simulations, which is an efficient method to
model and simulation communication systems both wired and wireless, are used to
validate the theoretical results of the derived expressions.
5.2 System Model
The system model of the proposed in-train, multi-hop relaying VLC system is presented
in Figure 5.1. The assumption is that LEDs which are the data sources send the informa-
tion directly to the destination through the VLC link. In case of transmission failure due
to LED fault or shadowing, data is forwarded by relay nodes (i.e., intermediate light
sources) to the destinations. In our case, link C between the VLC source and end-user
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is disconnected due to shadowing. Therefore, the destination node is connected to the
source node through intermediate relay node. For example, is route A-B via a relay
node situated on the carriage wall above the seated passenger.
Figure 5.1 The proposed system model which consists of direct and relay nodes.
As specified previously, in this analysis, only the line-of-sight (LoS) VLC channel
is considered, as it typically represents more than 90% of the total received signal
[170, 18]. The source nodes (the LEDs) are situated on the ceiling with Euclidean
distances d to the destinations/relays and vertical distances L to the users/relay plane, as
shown in Figure 5.2. It is assumed that the VLC links between the nodes are randomly
distributed, and the user locations are uniformly distributed [180, 181]. For simplicity
and without loss of generality, it is assumed that the noise over the VLC and RF channels
is AWGN.
Figure 5.2 LoS channels for the VLC environment.
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5.3 Performance Analysis
The outage probability and energy efficiency performance of all the proposed VLC
system configurations are analyzed in this section. Each configuration contains two
nodes: a source (S) and a destination (D). The communication between these two VLC
nodes is achieved either via N intermediate relays, as shown in 5.3a, or through a direct
VLC link, as in Figure 5.3b. In the former configuration, the nth relay is denoted as
Rn where n ∈ [1,N]. On the other hand, in the single-phase configuration, end-to-end
communication is accomplished without relaying.
Figure 5.3 Basic block diagrams of the proposed VLC systems, (a) with N intermediate
VLC relays, and (b) with a direct VLC link.
5.3.1 Single-Hop VLC System
This system is a one-phase system where only two nodes, source and destination
modems, are involved in the overall communication process. The energy per-bit





where Eb,SH is the energy-per-bit consumption of the single-hop system, Pt,SH denotes
the average optimal source power which is required to achieve the desired outage
probability for the single-phase approach. Rb represents the data rate, calculated by
multiplying the bandwidth (B) and spectral efficiency (ε).
The overall outage probability of the direct link needs to be derived in order to





where h0 is the gain of direct channel, s(t) denotes the useful sent signal with E[s]=1,
and n represents the destination noise with variance σ2 and zero mean.
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Using Equation (5.3), the probability of the direct-link that is below the desired
threshold ω , can be expressed as:
OSH = Pr{log2 (1+ γ)< ω} . (5.4)
This equation can be mathematically manipulated to give:
OSH = Pr{γ < (2ω −1)} . (5.5)
Here, Equation (5.5) indicates the CDF of the VLC link which can be written as:
OSH = Fγ(2ω −1), (5.6)
where Fγ(·) is the CDF of γ .
Furthermore, according to [16] the PDF of the instantaneous SNR of the VLC


























in [180, 16], A is the effective area of detector, U (φK) and g(φK) are the optical filter
and concentration gains, respectively. Rph is the responsivity of the photo-detector, L
is the direct distance from the LED to the user plane, r represents the maximum cell
radius of the VLC environment, see Figure 5.2, and mk is the order of the Lambertian





where φ/2 represents the semi-angle of the LoS, again ee Figure 5.2,.
Hence, the CDF of the direct VLC link can be calculated by integrating Equation
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where β = mk +3 and α = mk +1.
using Equation (5.10), the end-to-end outage probability of the proposed single-hop















where ŁSH is the vertical distance of the direct link.


























where δ = (2ω −1) .
By rearranging Equation (5.12) and solving for Pt,SH , we get
Pt,SH =
(δσ2)−1β (αQLαSH) 2β
−r2OSH + r2 +L2SH
−β . (5.13)
Finally, by substituting Equation (5.13) into Equation (5.1), the energy consumed





−r2OSH + r2 +L2SH
−β . (5.14)
5.3.2 Multi-Hop VLC System
In this subsection, both outage probability and energy efficiency of the different multi-
hop relay protocols are analyzed.
5.3.2.1 Decode-and-Forward Relaying Protocol
The non-cooperative DF configuration is where there is no direct link between the
destination and source nodes, they communicate only through the DF relay which
receives the data from the source then decodes and forwards it to the end-users. It is
presumed that the DF nodes are positioned equal-distant from source and destination
nodes. First, the expressions for the cases when M=2, and 3 are derived. These
expressions are crucial parts in the analysis because they allow us to determine the
pattern of the generalized expression of the multi-hop scenario.
• Performance Analysis for a Two-Link Scenario M = 2
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where PMH−2 is the transmit power of the two-link system, OSR1 denotes the outage
probability of the source-to-relay link and OcSR1 is its complementary which is equal to
1−OSR1 .
For a two-link scenario, , it is considered that the relay is placed half-way between
both end-nodes (i.e., LSR1 = LR1D), the overall outage probability of this system can be
expressed as [140]:
O2 = OSR1 +O
c
SR1OR1D, (5.16)
where OR1D is the outage probability of the relay-to-destination link.
Now, assuming that source transmit power is equal to that of the DF relay (i.e.,








































where σ2r1 represents the variance of additive white Gaussian noise at the DF relay node.
As both links of the DF-based system are identical, the outage probabilities of both links
will be the same (i.e., OSR1 = OR1D), then the outage probability of the entire system
can be given as:
O2 = O∗ (2− (O∗)) , (5.19)
where O∗ = OSR1 = OR1D.
Substituting Equations(5.17) and (5.18) into Equation (5.19), the outage probability
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Rearranging Equation (5.20) and solving for PMH2, the optimal transmit power for


















Finally, by substituting Equation (5.21) into Equation (5.15), the energy consump-



























• Performance Analysis for Three Links Scenario M = 3














where OR1R2 denotes the second link outage probability (i.e., relay1-to-relay2 link) and
OcR1R2 is its complementary.
Assuming that relays are spaced equally between both end-nodes, the end-to-end
outage probability can be expressed as:





where OR2D represents the outage probability of relay2-to-destination link. The outage




























































The overall outage probability of this configuration can be calculated by substituting
Equations (5.25), (5.26) and (5.27) into Equation (5.24). Rearranging Equation (5.24)


















The energy consumed per bit for the 3-hop approach can be obtained by substituting































• Performance Analysis with M Hops
The overall outage probability of a VLC system with M hops can be found as follows:















































































where N represents the number of relays on the network and n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}. The
optimal transmission power for a known outage probability is given by:
PMH = δσ2M








































5.3.3 Cooperative relaying protocols
The selective DF and the incremental DF are two cooperative strategies for relay systems.
In the first configuration the relay is always in a cooperative mode, in the latter mode it
only cooperates if the direct link communication fails.
5.3.3.1 Selective DF Relaying Protocol
Two-time slots are involved in this relaying system. During the first time slot, the source
sends the data to the cooperative relay and the destination nodes. During the second
time slot, the DF relay decodes the received signal and forwards it to the destination
node. However, in this protocol, both received signals at the destination (i.e, source
signal and relay signal) are combined, in a process called spatial diversity, which can
considerably improve the performance of the communication system [182]. In such
scenarios, the consumed energy-per-bit is written as:
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where ESDF denotes the energy-per-bit consumption for this SDF relaying, PSDF is the
optimal transmit power. To begin with, in order to define the consumed energy in this
configuration, the overall outage probability is obtained as:
OSDF = OSH (OSRn +(1−OSRn)ORnD) , (5.37)
where OSH is the outage probability of the direct link given by Equation (5.12), OSRn
and ORnD are the outage probabilities of the first and second links, respectively, which







































where LSRn is the length of the first link, PSRn represents the minimum source power
which is needed to accomplish OSRn , LRnD indicates the second link length (i.e, relay-to-
destination link) and PRnD the optimum SDF relay power required to achieve ORnD.
Maintaining the assumption that the relay Rn is placed at the mid-point between the
source and the destination nodes, which provides the best performance of the SDF relay,
the overall outage probability of the cooperative SDF relaying VLC system simplifies
to:
OSDF = OSH (O∗ (2−O∗)) , (5.40)
where O∗ = OSRn = ORnD.
Substituting Equations (5.12), (5.38) and (5.39) into Equation (5.40), the outage
probability of the SDF relay is given in Equation (5.41):
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Numerical results for PSDF in Equation (5.41), which is required to achieve the
OSDF , can be found by utilizing a software tool (specifically the Solve function in
the Mathematica software). Finally, by substituting the numerical results of PSDF into
Equation (5.36), the consumed energy per bit performance of the proposed configuration
can be obtained.
5.3.3.2 Incremental DF Relaying Protocol
As previously mentioned, compared to the SDF protocol where the relay is always in
cooperative mode, the IDF cooperates only if the direct link between the source and
destination does not meet the link quality requirement. This means that the relay does
not participate in the communication process while the destination node receives the
desired information from the source through the direct link. This can decrease the
consumed power and improve energy efficiency [183]. In this scenario, the consumed











where EIDF represents the energy consumption performance for the IDF configuration,
OSD denotes the outage probability of the direct link which is equal to that of the
single-hop one expressed in Equation (5.12) and PIDF is the optimal transmit power
which is required to meet the outage probability required of this approach. Each term
of Equation (5.42) refers to a distinct scenario. (1−OSD) PIDFRb represents the energy




depicts the energy consumption when the information contained
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refers to the energy consumed when communication through
the direct link fails and the IDF relay is in active mode.
As with the outage probability of the SDF-based VLC system, the outage probability
of the IDF consists of three outage probability terms as [140]:
OIDF = OSD (OSRn +(1−OSRn)ORnD) . (5.43)
Substituting Equations (5.12), (5.38) and (5.39) into Equation (5.43), the outage
probability of the IDF relaying VLC system can be obtained in closed form, which is
equal to that of the SDF protocol represented in Equation (5.41). However, the numerical
results for the PIDF can be straightforwardly determined using the same software tools
that were used to calculate the PSDF in the previous subsection. Finally, substitute the
values of PIDF into Equation (5.42) to determine the energy-per-bit consumption of the
IDF relaying protocol.
5.4 Numerical Results and Discussions
The numerical results of the overall outage probabilities and the energy consumption
for the different VLC systems are presented and discussed in this section. Again, Monte
Carlo simulations were used to validate the numerical results. The parameters of the
proposed VLC system, unless specified otherwise, were as shown in Table 5.1. These
parameters represent practical VLC environment [99].
Table 5.1 Parameters of the VLC system..
Parameter Value
LSH 4 m




Ad A = 0.0001 m2




5.4.1 Average Outage Probability
The performance of the different VLC system configurations is discussed in this sub-
section in terms of outage probability. The effect of changes in system parameters on
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performance is also considered. The discussion can be started with Figure 5.4, where
the analytical predictions from Equations (5.12) and (5.20) for both the direct link and
the non-cooperative DF are plotted with respect to vertical distance between source and
working plane, with two different values of the source transmit power 0.4 W and 0.3 W.
It is noticeable, for both scenarios, that the numerical results for the outage prob-
ability for single-hop and two-hop links match nearly perfectly with the simulation
results. When the transmit power was 0.3 W and the vertical distance was less than 2.6
m, the single-hop approach outperforms the DF. This is because the DF relay operates
in half-duplex (HD) mode, which leads to a substantial loss in spectral efficiency and
thus increases the outage probability of the system [184]. This implies that for short
distances, when a direct link is available (i.e., direct transmission is not affected by
shadowing/blocking), using DF-assisted VLC systems is relatively inefficient in terms
of spectral efficiency. On the other hand, when the vertical separation is 3.6 m for the
same 0.3 W transmit power, the outage probability of the DF configuration is 0.15%
less than the single-hop approach. This is because of the inverse relationship between
system capacity and the source-to-destination distance in the direct link system.
























Ps = 0.4, 0.3W
Figure 5.4 Outage probability of single-hop and non-cooperative DF relay configurations
for vertical distance between source and work plane, for two transmit powers.
It is also noticeable from Figure 5.4 that the transmit power has a positive impact
on the performance of both systems, while vertical separation negatively affected the
performance of both configurations. For example, in the single-hop scenario, the outage
probability increases from effectively zero to 0.7 as the vertical distance changes from
1.6 to 3.6 m when the transmit power is 0.4 W. However, for a transmit power of 0.3 W,
we see an outage probability of almost 0.9 when the vertical distance is 3.6 m.
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The analytical results of Equations (5.20), (5.24) and (5.30) are presented in Figure
5.5 along with the Monte Carlo simulated results. The result show that increasing the
vertical distance between the LED and the user plan always results in performance
degradation for all system configurations. The results also show that the performance
of this DF-based VLC system is adversely affected by increasing the number of DF
relays in the VLC system. For example, when the vertical distance is 3 m, the outage
probabilities for N=3, N=2, and N=1 are 0.77, 0.90, and 0.98, respectively.
1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.4

























Figure 5.5 Outage probability of DF multi-hop scenarios.
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Coop. SDF & IDF
Simulation
Figure 5.6 Performance comparison between the different VLC system setups as a
function of VLC cell radius.
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For the sake of performance comparison, the outage probabilities of the different
configurations (i.e, the numerical predictions of Equations (5.12), (5.20) and (5.41))
are presented in Figure 5.6 as functions of the maximum cell radius of the LoS. The
results show that the performance of every VLC configurations degrades as the size of
the cell radius increases. It can be seen from the figure that the cooperative DF setups
(SDF and IDF) outperform the other two configurations (single-hop and DF-based).
This is because, in cooperative protocols, the capacity of the communication system is
substantially improved by the spatial diversity accomplished at the destination node by
combining the signals received from the source node and the relay node [185].When
the maximum cell radius is 2 m, the outage probability of the cooperative DF relay
scheme is 0.12 while it is almost 0.38 for both single-hop and DF approaches. However,
the DF setup has a marginally superior performance over the single-hop, for values of
the maximum cell radius of the LoS greater than 2.5 m, the superiority increasing with
increase in distance.
To illustrate the impact of the position of the cooperative DF relay on the perfor-
mance of the system, the outage probability of this configuration is plotted against
threshold in Figure 5.7. It is clear from this figure that the system with the relay placed
at the mid-point between the source and the destination nodes (i.e, LRD = LSR =
LSH
2 = 2
m) offers performance better than the other system setups. This is because relays per-
form better in symmetric systems. However, placing the cooperative relay closer to the
source modem (i.e, LSR = 0.25LSH = 1 m) provides better performance than placing it
after the mid-point between both nodes (i.e, LSR = 3 m).





























Figure 5.7 Average outage probability performance of the cooperative configurations as
a function of threshold values.
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Figure 5.8 Energy performances of the different VLC system setups (Single-hop, Non-
cooperative, Cooperative SDF, and Cooperative IDF) as a function of vertical distance
between LED and working plane.
5.4.2 Energy-Per-Bit Performance
The energy consumption of the proposed scenarios is discussed in this sub-section. First,
for the sake of comparison, the predicted energy consumptions of four different system
configurations considered in this paper, single-hop, non-cooperative, cooperative SDF,
and cooperative IDF, are plotted as a function of the vertical distance between LED and
working plane in Figure 5.8.
It is obvious from this figure that the Cooperative IDF approach has superior
performance compared to the other relaying protocols in terms of energy consumption.
For example, when the vertical distance is 4.5 m, it consumes almost 3%, 60%, and
120% less energy compared to the SDF, non-cooperative DF, and single-hop approaches,
respectively. This can be simply explained by the fact that the DF relay in this system
only cooperates when the communication through the direct link fails. However, the
SDF scheme consumes less energy compared to either single-hop or DF-based systems.
It is also noticeable that, for shorter distances (vertical distances less than 2.7 m), the
single-hop approach is more energy-efficient than the DF. The direct-link approach
consumes about 10% and 1% less energy relative to the DF for vertical distances 1 m
and 2.6 m, respectively. However, this configuration has the worst energy performance
when the vertical distance is greater than 2.7 m. Another observation is that the energy
consumed by all the configurations increases as vertical distance increases. This is
because the energy consumption of the communication systems is inversely proportional
to end-to-end distance.
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Figure 5.9 Energy-per-bit performance of multi-hop systems.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the effect of increasing the number of relays on the energy
performance of the VLC system. The results show that as the number of relays increases,
the system becomes less energy efficient because adding relays to the network consumes
more energy, increasing the total energy consumption of the system. Obviously, the
system with 3 DF relays is, all other things being equal, less energy-efficient compared
to a system with 2 or 1 DF relays. For example, when the maximum cell radius is 3 m,
the 3 relay system consumes almost 20% and 45% more energy than the system with 2
and 1 DF relays, respectively. It also can be seen that the systems consume more energy
when the maximum cell radius of the LoS increases.
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Figure 5.10 Energy consumption of the SDF system with respect to outage probability.
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The last set of results presented in this chapter is Figure 5.10.The energy-per-bit
consumption is plotted with respect to the outage probability of the SDF system for
different source-to-relay distances. Although the SDF system with the relay placed
at mid-point between the source and the destination modems (i.e, LSR = LRD = 2 m)
provides better performance in terms of outage probability, the system with the relay
placed closest to the source (i.e, LSR = 1 m) consumes less energy. Indeed, the energy
consumed by the latter configuration is almost 30% less compared to the mid-point
modem when the outage probability is 0.5. On the other hand, the system with LSR = 2
m outperforms the system with LSR = 3 m in terms of energy consumption.
5.5 Summary
Relays provide reliability, throughput enhancement, and coverage improvement for
communication systems particularly when the end-to-end distance between the source
and destination nodes is relatively high. In this chapter, the relay-based VLC system
is also considered to tackle the low data rate due to the NLoS transmission and to
overcome the large shadowing and transmission-blocking caused by moving objects
such as passengers. This chapter analyzed the performance of in-train relay-based VLC
systems in terms of outage probability and system energy consumption. Different relay
protocols were considered, namely: single-hop, multi-hop DF, SDF and IDF. Accurate
and closed-form expressions for assessing outage probability and energy consumption of
the different system setups were formulated, and subsequently verified by Monte Carlo
simulations. The derived expressions will allow designers and engineers to optimize
VLC network parameters, including number of relays in the network, distances between
relays, as well as the optimum relay protocol for specific systems.
This chapter showed that SDF and IDF protocols are superior to single hop and
multi-hop DF approaches in terms of outage probability and energy efficiency. However,
the IDF configuration has the best energy consumption performance compared to the
other VLC system configurations considered in this work. This is due to the fact that the
IDF relay only takes part in the communication between the source and the destination
nodes if the direct-link does not meet the required link quality. The results of this
chapter also showed that increasing relay number on the network can dramatically
improve the outage probability of the system but consumes more energy making the
system less energy efficient.
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Conclusions and Suggested Future
Work
This chapter presents the major conclusions of the thesis, highlights its contributions to
knowledge, and suggests potential topics for future research.
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6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, the OLE system was presented as a means of communication for data
delivery to trains. Deploying cooperative PLC/VLC as a reliable communication system
that can provide enhanced performance and mobility to the end users inside trains
was also considered in the thesis. This thesis began with the question of how an
OFDM-based OLE system can deliver data to trains and can the transfer function of
the OLE system be represented by the two-port network model. It then investigated
which configuration of the proposed indoor communication systems can provide the
best performance and is most energy efficient. The major conclusions of this thesis are
summarised as:
• It was proved from the results and the pattern of the attenuation curves, which
were plotted using the developed two-port network model, that this model can
represent the CTF of the OLE channel. The development of this model can be
achieved by simplifying the electrification system of the railway and deriving
its equivalent circuit. Simple dynamic equations were used update the position
and speed of the train. The developed model was used to investigate the effect of
the OLE system parameters on the transmission. For example, it was found that
the strength of the signal sent over the OLE system is negatively affected by the
speed of the train and length of the transmission path. It was also revealed that as
the attenuation increases towards high frequencies.
To answer the question of what is the channel capacity of the OFDM-based OLE
system for the given bandwidths and the given ranges of the SNR, a simulation of
an OFDM based OLE system was presented in this thesis. It was confirmed that
the performance of the OFDM-based OLE system improves when the SNR value
increases. Furthermore, the achieved data rates from the simulated OFDM-based
OLE system is promising for the given bandwidths and the given ranges of the
SNR. Finally, it was concluded that the OFDM based OLE system can be used as
reliable communication system for trains as the results of its performance were
promising results in terms of capacity and bit-error-rate.
• The research provided knowledge of the overall capacity and outage probability
of the relay-based PLC/VLC system needed to understand the performance
of such an integrated system. This was achieved by exploiting the statistical
properties of the PLC and VLC channels to determine the average capacity and
outage probability of the proposed system. Formulating the overall capacity and
outage probability of the proposed systems offers the opportunity to study the
performance of in-train cascade systems and to examine the effect of the different
system parameters such as relay location and relay-to-destination distance on
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the performance of the proposed systems. The accuracy of these mathematical
models was verified by Monte Carlo simulations.
The results of the thesis proved the accuracy of the derived expression as there
agreements between the analytical results and the simulated ones. It was also
confirmed that the performance of the relay-based PLC/VLC system is affected
by the change of the parameters of the system. For example, it was found that
location of the relay on the network can affect the total performance of the system.
It was also revealed that increasing transmit power and relay gain can enhance
the performance of the system. A performance comparison between the DF-
based and AF-based PLC/VLC were carried out. The results of the comparison
showed that the DF-based PLC/VLC system outperformed the AF-based system.
However, the results revealed that the performance of both configurations is
affected by system parameters such as location of relays on the network, transmit
power, and relay gain.
• In order to answer the question of how can the relay-based VLC system be made
more energy-efficient and provide sufficient performance, the thesis analyzed the
performance of in-train relay-based VLC systems in terms of outage probability
and system energy consumption. Different relaying system and configurations
were considered. Accurate and closed-form expressions for the considered system
configurations were derived to assessing the performance of these setups. The
thesis also measured and studied the effect of number of relays on the network,
source power, and vertical distance of the VLC environment, on the performance
of the system. Monte Carlo simulations were used to validate the theoretical
results of the derived expressions.
It was shown that the numerical results of the derived expressions match nearly
perfectly with the simulation results, which confirms the accuracy of the for-
mulated models. It was found that using relays with the last-mile VLC system,
particularly when the end-to-end distance is relatively high, can result in better
performance and reliability. It was also revealed that increasing relay numbers on
the network contributes to the total energy consumption of the VLC system. The
outcomes of the analyses also showed that better energy efficiency of the system
can be achieved by choosing an optimal system configuration. For example, it
was shown that the IDF configuration is more energy efficient than the other VLC
system configurations which were considered. This is due to the fact that the IDF
relay only cooperates if the direct-link does not meet the required link quality.
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6.2 Possible Future Research
There were limitations on the work carried out and reported in this thesis which can be
improved. Following are some possible topic for future work that could improve and
extend these research findings:
• This study developed the two-port network model to represent the transfer func-
tion of the OLE channel which was evaluated using computer simulations. Future
work should include field measurements by which to compare the model to the
reality of using the OLE as a channel for data delivery. Further, the current model
could be developed to include more than one train moving on a single section of
track.
• Although the MV-PLC presents an interesting solution for higher bit rates, there
are technical limitations and constraints that should be considered. Signal reflec-
tion, which is a non-negligible factor in communication systems due to impedance
mismatching needs to be addressed for MV-PLC system development. Noise
contamination of data transmitted over MV-PLC systems is strongly weather
dependent and is another technical issue that can affect data transmission over
the OLE. Future work could include studying different techniques of impedance
matching and noise mitigation.
• Future work could consider a cooperative PLC/VLC system for data distribu-
tion within the train coaches, investigating different integrated systems such as
PLC/RF and VLC/RF. Any future study could also focus on train-to-train com-
munication using free-space optic communication. The analysis will take into
consideration the effect of outdoor environmental factors such as sunlight, rain,
fog, and atmospheric disturbances.
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Appendix A Matlab Codes
Figure A.1 Channel response of the OLE channel.
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Figure A.2 BER and average capacity of the OFDM-based OLE system.
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Figure A.3 Average capacity for AF and DF based systems.
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Figure A.4 Outage probability for AF based system.
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Figure A.5 Outage probability for DF based system.
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Figure A.6 Outage probability of single-hop, non-cooperative DF and cooperative DF
relay configurations.
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Appendix A Matlab Codes
Figure A.7 Energy performances of the different VLC system setups (Single-hop,
Noncooperative, Cooperative SDF, and Cooperative IDF).
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